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HOLDUP

Chances of a conference realignment
thisyear were dashedTuesday.
-SEESPORTS, A7

indie-ana

Follow indie-ana Jones as he re~eals
the secrets of UCF's underbelly.
-SEEthe indie, i 1

Homecoming queen
sllrrenders her title
,

.

1

queen and king that the current the tinie.
Those requirements state
queen was no longer eligible,"
Kukulies said. "I.took that news that campus leaders must have a
to the Homecoming Board. GPA of 2.5 or higher, be registered for at least six credit
•
[MacKown] didn't tell me why."
ALEX BABCOCK
No
members
of
the
hours, must not be on academic
Managing Editor
Homecoming committee were or disciplinary probation, and be
free of financial or disciplinary
Homecoming · Queen ~atie told why; either.
MacKown said yesterday that holds on university records.
Noland, who gave up ·her Miss
State law prevents student
UCF title last year mere wee~s the matter involved student priinto her rein, lost her latest vacy; and slie could not co_mment. records, including conduct ·
Reports have circulated on records, from being made public.
crown over the semester break:
nominated to fill
Levine
The Office of Student campus that Noland, who superInvolvement, which acknowl~ vised four classes last semester the vacant post by the
edged an investigation of Noland, · as a computer science lab · Homecoming Executive Board
released a statement Tuesday instructor, had offered extra on Monday.· Jim Fisher, of tM
saying only that she "could no credit to students if they cast Office of Student Involvement,
longer carry out the duties of votes for her in the Homecoming called for the session on Jan. 8,
describing it as "kind of an emerelection.
that position."
Noland could not be reached. gency meeting," said Sean Lavin;
The office declined to say why;
She is no stranger to contro- a member of the executive board.
and refused to comment beyond
Lavin said .that Levine will
what was released in its para- versy. On the eve of that
last take part in Martin Luther King
graph-long statement, which Homecoming election
added that runner-up Tiffany October, the Future discovered Jr. Day festivities, including a
. Levine will fill the duties of queen and reported on Noland's past downtown parade Saturday.
criminal conviction for stealing a She'll join Homecoming King
until next fall.
The mystery of Noland's exit laptop in the spring of 2000 from Justin Key as UCF's royal couple
for rema:inin'g events of the year.
extends to Emily Kukulies, the a Flagler Hall suitemate.
Last spring, one month after
Kukulies and Noland's sororiHomecoming adviser in the
Office oJ Student Involvement. ty sisters rose then to her being named Miss UCF, Noland
She said the news reached her defense, speaking of her achieve- gave that crown away; saying she
through Patricia MacKown, ments since that crime and dis- had a world ·baton-twirling
assistant vice president for missing the blemish. "If Chi charrnHonship to 1 attend in
Campus Life, upon Kukulies' Omega thinks she's worthy; and France and could not complete I
she meets . the leadership her duties. She r~turned home
return to campus on Jan. 6.
"She simply ·informed me as requirements, she's eligible to be from that event with a bronze
adviser of the Homecoming on the court," Kukulies s8.id at med8.l.

Noland no stranger
to losing her crown

was

PHOTO BY BRETT HART I CENTRAL FlDRIDA FUT.URE; PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Katie Noland leaves the football field Oct.25 after being crowned Homecoming queen.She was replaced this week by runner-up Tiffany Levine.
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Plus-minus grades still drawing gripes Progressive Council
want to use the plus-minus
Contributing Writer
grading system.
Tyler Van Voorhees, SGA'.s
The same g(ades earned under the older system could mean either a
The plus-minus grading deputy atton;i.ey_general, critihigher or lower GPA under the plus-minus grading scale.
scale is lowering grades and· cized the faculty for calling the
raising hackles among some plus-minus gra:ding system pre• Old grading scale
UCF students and faculty.
cise when some fabulty memPlus-minus scale
As some have come to find, bers use it and others do not. He
Class
Letter
the plus-minus scale makes it said for the system to be preGrade
Grade
more difficult to earn a 4.0 GPA, cise, it 10hould be universal.
while at the same time improvA study compared plusing grades for B and C students. minus grades received in fall
This is all to make grading more 2001 and fall 2002, and the
precise and give UCF more hypothetical straight grades the
prestige, according; to an offi- students would have received.
cial.
· The study found that faculty
"I have all /\.s and one A- members who used plus and
minus," said Kristin Kessler, a minus grades would -have given
molecular biology and microbi- lower average grades if they
ology major. "Even with all Rs, were using straight grades. The
it's impossible for me to get a study concluded that more
4.0, because I can't balance my . grades were improved than lowA-minus with an A-plus."
ered. However the study also
Melissa Cups, press . secre- said that A students receive
tary
for
the
Student lower grades.
Government
Association,
"Mainly grades are for gradagreed, saying, "I think it's uate school," said John F. Schell,
ILLUSTRATION BY BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
affecting A students." She dean of Undergraduate Studies.
explained that B and C stu- "We didn't want too many 4.0 , earning their degrees from a plus-minus grading scales to
dents' · GPAs might go up students because we want UCF more respected university. He see how grades changed. The
because they earn additional to look like it has a rigorous said that other prestigious uni- faculty chose the present syspoints by receiving a plus grade. training program." If graduate versities use the system.
tem because it had the least
However, she said an A student schools receive many' appliBefore the Faculty Senate effect on student GPAs, he said.
· will find it harder to get a 4.0 cants with 4.0s from UCF, the recommended the plus-minus
Schell said providing a more
because there is no A-plus. The school would look less credible, grading system, Schell said it precise grading system, not
did a study to determine what · changing GPAs, was the. main
SGA supports a return to he said.
straight grades (grades without
He explained that by making GPA values should go with the goal in bringing the plus-minus
plus or minus) or use of a plus- 4.0s a little harder to earn, fac- letter grades. "We were looking system to UCF. He said faculty
only system.
ulty members were not trying to for the grading scale that would members like the plus-minus
She added that students hurt students. Instead, he said, least affect student grades," he . grading system because it
oppose allowing teachers to the plus-minus system will help ' said. The study compared
choose whether or not they students because they will be straight grades with different
PLEASE SEE PROFESSOR ON A2

TIFFANY BECK

J

cleared of charges

The ·plus-minu~ effect

ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

;.;_,

'"'i

The flap over whether the
Progressive Council misspent
$5,000 in student funds last fall,
and from which the council was
cleared on Monday; apparently
came down to a misunderstanding about a T-shirt.
At the very least, an SGA
Senate audit revealed no rules
violations.
"Obviously I'm happy with the
way things turned
1 out," said former
Progressive
Council President
' Emily Ruff. ''.After
all
we
went
though, I almost
wish we'd done
something
L!!I
Ru..ff_..=.:::::::...:;•
wrong."
In question was money the
Senate gave the council to host a
"Progressive Fest," an event
including speeches, workshops
and music focused on political
and social causes.
The event coincided y,ith the
first three days of Senate elections, causing some candidates
to question. the use of the funds.
They suggested that some of the
money may have been used to
pay for campaign material or to
endorse candidates who shared
the council's views. That would

•

have violated election statutes.
A T-shirt worn by organizers
at the event seemed to draw the
most interest from senators.
Tb,at shirt listed the names of the
studei;i.t groups that comprise the
Council: ACLU, Campus Peace
Action, Environmental Society;
Feminist Majority; Free the
Planet, GLBSU, Greenpeace and
NORML.
,
Individual Web sites listed on
the shirts for those organizations
also may have carried links tO
candidates for the Senate, saitl.
Andrew Bledsoe, the SGA comptroller.
Or maybe they didn't. Nobody
could remember.
·
Indeed, in the Monday mMt~
ing of the Senate's Operationlll
.Review Committee, Progressive
Council and committee member:S
seemed equally confused ~bout
the charges and the evidence ·
before them.
·
'.
"What we have here·is a committee that doesn't know what
they're auditing, and a club that
doesn't know why they're being
audited," said Patrick Rostocl),
the council's co-chairman.
The audit was launched ill
October by Mark White, the former chairman of the Senate committee. When White lost his sea;t
in the election, the audit stalled
I

PLEASE SEE

DISPUTE ON A4

.
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School seeking prestigious honor society membership
ANDRES HEALY
Senior Staff Writer .

· UCF hopes to become the
next Florida university recognized with a chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, the nation's oldest and
largest academic honor society.
The university will learn this
spring whether it has advanced
to the second phase of the society's three-year application
process.
Recognition would
boost the resumes of UCF students who are pursuing·graduate school and could bring additional resources to the school

"Traditionally,

Phi

Beta

Kappa is the most prestigious
honorary [society] in the liberal
arts," said Stuart Lille, a former
associate dean in the Burnett
Honors College who is ·leading
the committee to get a chapter at
UCF.
"Not only would it feel good to
have a chapter [at UCF], but it
would be a real feather in our
cap," said Lin Huff-Corzine, the
assistant vice president for academic affairs.
Phi Beta Kappa has a long
history. It was formed in 1776 at
the College of William and Mary
in Virginia and, after the
Revolutionary War, spread to

both Harvard and Yale universities.
. The academic fraternity
advocates excellence in the
study of liberal arts and sciences
at the undergraduate level. In
addition to lending credibility to
college programs, the society
also has programs that send distinguished speakers to its chapters to meet with the faculty and
students and to address the
school.
Currently; the University of
Florida, Florida State University;
and
Florida
International
University all have chapters.
The chapters at UF and FSU

were granted in the 1930s. The
FlU chapter was granted in 2001.
Accor:ding to Huff-Corzine,
the idea to pursue a UCF chapter
grew out of last spring's
President's Retreat.
However, getting a chapter is
no small task. In fact, Lille, who
used to teach political science in
addition to his role with the
Honors College, was asked to
come out of retirement to help
with the applioation process.
. Huff-Corzine emphasiZed that
while Lille was hired specifically
for that task, he already had
committed to teach again at UCF
and was simply redirected.

Fbr a university to even be promotions so they could be
considered, 10 percent of the fac- counted in that number as well.
ulty teaching in specified proAccording to Huff-Corzine,
grams in the arts and sciences only one faculty member outside
must have graduated with Phi of arts and sciences was countBeta Kappa recognition them- _ed. She said that Dianna Stone, a
selves, Huff-Corzine said.
professor in the Manage:rnent
UCF currently has 40 faculty Department, was given a joint
members with Phi Beta Kappa appointment in the Psychology
credentials. Of those, only 30 Department because of a previqualify as tenured professors in ous courtesy appointment.
the arts and sciences or as
Richard Tucker, chairman of
librarians.
the Psychology Department,
Some faculty members had added that the re-designation of
expressed concern that non- Stone's agpoi'ntment was .done
tenured or visiting faculty; as · by a vote of the department tacwell as those outside of the arts
and sciences, were being offered

,

i;

Around Campus

Patriot Act resolution heads to Senate

Future to publish on Tuesday
Because of the Martin
Luther King Jr. holiday, the
next issue of the Future will be
published on Tuesday rather
than Monday.

Last day of Club Showcase
UCF's
Spring
Club
Showcase concludes today,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the
Student Union South Patio.
Clubs with a variety of interests have tables set up at the
Union, with information about
membership.
Students interested in forming their own clubs must submit all necessary paperwork
by 5 p.m. today to the Office of
Student Involvement in the
Student Union.

Artist John O'Connor lectures
Flying Horse Editions'
John
artist-in-residence
O'Connor will lecture on his
abstract work and life as a
New York artist at 1:15 p.m.
today in VAB Room 140a.
Flying Horse Editions is the
fine arts press of the Art
Department. The event is free
to the public. For questions,
call Ryan Burkhart at 407-8234178,
e-mail
or
rburkhar@mail.ucf.edu
visit http://www.art.ucf.edu

Help feed the homeless
Volunteer UCF invites all to
carpool with them to help feed
the homeless with The Ripple
Effect, a local organization
dedicated to assisting the
homeless. The carpool leaves
at 7:15 a.m. Saturday, Jan. 17
from the university's front
steps. The group will head
downtown, and return at about
10 a.m. For questions contact
Natasha Irizarry, Volunteer
UCF hunger and homelessness
director, at 407-823-6471, oremail vucf@mail.ucf.edu.

Library holds monstrous contests
The UCF Library is scaring
up writers by holding two contests based on Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein.
In one, students are invited
to write a 10-minute play
based on the night Shelley
wrote her famous novel, which
she crafted among friends and
lovers one stormy night in
June 1816 in the shadow of the
Alps. The play should have no
more than six characters, and
cannot exceed 20 doublespaced ·pages. Scripts with limited set construction and props
will receive the most consideration.
Actors will read the winning
play during six weeks of
Frankenstein-related activities
sponsored by the Library next
fall. The play also will be given
a reading by the Orlando-UCF
Shakespeare Festival, and the
author will get help in entering
the Actors Theatre of
Louisville National Ten-Minute
Play Competition.
A mentor, John Wayne
Shafer of the Theatre
Department, is available to
assist playwrights. He can be
reached at 407-823-0871 or
jwshafer@mail.ucf.edu.
The Library also will hold a
short story competition in
honor of Shelley's novel.
Submitted stories should be in
the spirit of Frankenstein and
celebrate or commemorate the
characters, conflicts and
themes of the original.
First prize in the shortstory competition is $300 cash
and bookstore gift certificates.
The story will be read aloud by
the author at one of t,he
Frankenstein events, and posted on the Library's Web site.
For
questions
about
prospective storylines, call
mentor
short-storywriting
Beth Rapp Young at 407-823or
e-mail
2853,
byoung@mail.ucf.edu
Deadline for both competitions is 5 p.m. May 3,. For more
information and guidelines call
Cheryl Mahan at 407-823-5308,
e-mail cmahan@mail.ucf.edu,
or visit Library Reference
Department Room 203.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-man to editor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
frlday for the Monday edition.

ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

Student senators approved a
resolution condemning parts of
the Patriot Act yesterday, setting
the stage for a debate on the
floor of the SGA Senate tonight.
Sen. Rachel Olander, a member of the UCF American Civil
Liberties Union, authored the
resolution, which takes aim at
provisions of a set of federal
laws passed after Sept. 11, 2001.
Olander says parts of the act
infringe on civil liberties by
allowing the government to
detain suspects with authorization only from Attorney General
John Ashcroft, allowing greater
authority for law enforcement to
conduct searches and secretive
investigations, and allowing
government access to medical,

financial and library records.
What was expected to be a
fight in the Governmental
Affairs Committee was more of
a series of compromises.
Olander said at the start of the
meeting that she wa'3 willing to
amend the resolution if it would
help get it through the Senate.
That amending could have
included less offensive wording,
she said.
The committee members
spent about five minutes reading copies of the resolution, then
they questioned Olander, who is
also a member of the committee.
"Two hundred and thirty-six
counties have now passed resolutions, including three states,
against the Patriot Act,"
Olander said in response to a
question about who else has
passed a resolution like this.

"It's not a new idea."
She cited Alachua, Broward
and Sarasota counties in
Florida as among those communities that have adopted such a
resolution. Alachua County is
home to Gainesville and the
University of Florida.
An early problem with the
resolution brought up by Sen.
Michael Pascucci dealt with the
word ''warning'' in a sign that
could be posted in the UCF
Library.
The resolution includes a
request that the library install a
notice in a "prominent place"
that reads: "Warning: Under
Section 215 of the federal USA
Patriot Act (Public Law 107-56),
and section 505, records of the
books and other materials you
borrow from this library may be
obtained by federal agents."

Pascucci said the word
"warning" was too alarming and
should be changed to "notice,"
which Olander agreed to.
"I actually like that [amendment]," Olander said. "I don't
want to scare people off."
While discussing the similarities of the resolution to one
passed in November in Atlanta,
Pascucci stood up, walked to the
closed double-doors of the conference room where the meeting
was held, and opened them.
"Something controversial
like this," he said. "I don't want
there to be· any 'closed meetings."'
The committee continued to
pepper Olander with questions,
concentrating on the inclusion
of "Patriot Act II," a nickname
PLEASE SEE
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.Police Beat

New Year's resolution: Quit drinkin'
.;~

was shown. After several failed
of this substance, totaling less age.
attempts to start the test without
Managing Editor
~~ than 20 grams, was found in
an apparent understanding of
~fii~~', the p~ssenger's door com- Still partying a day later
Acarwas spotted at 3:29 a.m. what to do, the officer asked her
Caught on camera
' filf. fw/~i/I partment.
UCF Police Officer \ .ffj,J.11!
Maxwell also found a blue Jan. 2 traveling east on if she understood. She said she
1
Clement Punter arrested
'
giass pipe between the front University Boulevard by Officer did, but started laughing
Brian Clayton Barber, 19, at 3:30 seat cushions, five unopened fer- Cle:iµent Punter. The problem because she didn't know what to
a.m. on Jan. 1 near Coral Reef tilizer pellet packages behind the was obvious - the car was in a do. The officer decided she
Avenue and Alafaya Trail and passenger seat and a folding westbound lane, which was the couldn't perform the test.
wrong side of the road. Punter
charged him with driving under knife in the driver's door.
On the one-leg-stand test,
the influence. While Punter
Barber was charged with pos- pulled over the vehicle and asked Arnold put her foot down three
transported the suspect to the session of. 24 cocaine pills with the driver, Lalania Annett times each time she tried to
DUl Testing Center, Officer Amir intent to distribute, possession of Arnold, 30, to give him her begin the test. Punter said for the
Paymayesh searched Barber's drug paraphernalia and posses- license. She started her search woman's safety; he ended the
. black pickup and found ~ sion of cannabis of less than 20 in the giove box, eventually locat- test.
ing the license in her purse on
The officer searched Arnold's
assortment of drugs and a digital grams.
the passenger seat. Punter car and found a bottle of Crown
camera with pictures of marijuaCrappy New Year
noticed a smell of alcohol coming Royal whiskey with 4 to 5 ounces
na plants stored on it.
missing.
Daniel W Roberts, 18, was from the car.
In the driver's door he found
He asked Arnold if she'd been
Punter arrested the driver
several white pills labeled "EP charged with possession of alco.225," packaged in a piece of torn hol by a person under 21, just 45 drinking, and she said she'd had and took her for a sobriety test,
plastic bag. Officer Carlos minutes into the new year. three strong drinks but didn't where her blood-alcohol level
was measured between .208 and
Maxwell was called in with an Officer Clement Punter said he remember what they were.
saw Roberts drink from a Bud
Punter asked her to exit the .217. She was charged with drivecstasy test kit.
Paymayesh also found a digi- Light bottle at a party on Golden vehicle and perform a variety of ing under the influence.
tal scale, a brown-colored giass Knight Circle in Pegasus field sobriety tests. She stagKnifing around
pipe and tweezers with an Landing where he was called to gered to the back of her car.
investigate illegal use of fireDuring the walk-and-turn
On Jan. 9 at about 10:30 a.m.
unknown residue on them.
Maxwell found a small works and possible underage test, she lost her balance at least · at Pegasus Pointe, Tara Cheavon
amount of an unknown leafy drinking. Had Roberts celebrat- five times during the instructions Bennett, 19, was arrested for
substance that tested presump- ed New Year's in his native and had to be told numerous
PLEASE SEE POLICE ON A5
tive positive for marijuana. More England, he'd have been of legal times to assume the stance she

ALEX BABCOCK

SMART doubles scholarship money for undergrads
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA

mentor.

Contributing Writer

This summer, however, six
faculty-student teams will be

Two-thousand-dollar scholarships for students are up for
grabs this summer in the inaugural "Get SMART in the
Summer" research program
sponsored by the Burnett
Honors College.
·
The
Student-Mentor
Academic Research Team
(SMART) program is open to all
sophomores and first-semester
juniors who are interested in
undergraduate research, but
need help finding a faculty
member to work with. After a
student and faculty member
join on a research project, they
can submit their proposal to the
funding competition at the start
of each fall and spring semester.
The competition awards $1,000
to both the student and faculty

awarded increased funding,
with students receiving $2,000
and faculty members the fixed
$1,000. Applications are due
Feb. 20 and are available online
at the Burnett Honors College
Web site.
..
"We've discovered that students want to do research over
the summer, but need to work,"
said Alvin Wang, associate dean
of the Burnett Honors College.
"So the idea· is, tb.ey get $2,000
to stay here and do research
instead of flipping hamburgers."
Students participating in the
summer SMART program will
be required to register for an
upper-division
independent
study or res_earch course that
counts toward their major,
Wang said. The course includes

a faculty mentor's evaluation of
various tasks and assignments
the student completes as part of
the research project.
"The fact that this program
pa~s students 1 for their work
and counts as credit hours
toward graduation is very
appealing," Haritha Katakam., a
sophomore, ·said. "Rather than
hunting for a summer job, I can
now concentrate on my
research and get paid to learn."
The SMART program serves ·
as an undergraduate's first st'ep
toward gaining research experience.
"I've just started taking core
classes in my major and I'm
learning a lot, but I'm more
interested in understanding the
practical applications of this
newfound
. knowledge,"
Katakam said. "I think the
SMART program is a great

option for me because it is a
guided learning program that
exposes students with little
experience to real-world problems through the world of
research."
For many students, · the
'SMART program leads to a second research program, titled
"Honors in the Major," or HIM,
and then on to graduate school,
Wang said. HIM requires juniors
and seniors who are experienced in research to compile a
thesis and defend it before a faculty board.
undergraduate
Both
research programs provide
invaluable benefits to students,
Eric Cooper, director of honors
undergraduate research, said.
They take the student out ,of
passive learning, where he or
PLEASE SEE
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·Professor: plus-minus system Funny man
could positively affect ·students

~~~~~~~~~~~---.--~~~--,

and 87 percent on a test: He
explained, "That student might
allows them to give students think they'll never be able to
better feedback on their get a test grade high enough to
progress.
raise their grade to an A.
Professors, have the most Instead they go on autopilot the
control over how they use the rest of the semester for a B."
plus-minus grading system or if He said he hopes eliminating
they use it at all. "I don't give minus grades will motivate that
any A minuses in my class student to work a little harder
because I'm not allowed to give for the more attainable B plus.
an A plus," said Steve Collins, a
Collir}.s agreed that the pluscommunication law teacher. He minus grading system allows
favors adding an A plus but professor s to give better feedsaid the plus-minus system ' back on student progress. "Not
could have positive effects on all B's are created equal," he
·
said. Some people with Bs have
students.
"It gives students more put more effort into it than
motivation because every little other people with Bs he said.
The plus-minus grading sysbit of effort in any direction can
affect their grade," he said. He tern at UCF began in fall 2001
gave an example of a student after it was passed by the
early in the semester receiving Faculty Senate.
FROM A1

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ricky Reyes, a stand-up comedian, perfonned at Wackadoos on Wednesday night.
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Blood banks seek donations
to ease shortage
According
to
the
American Association of
Blood Banks, the American
Red Cross and America's
Blood Centers, the level of
blood inventories nationwide have fallen well below
a safe and adequate supply.
The shortage is so bad that·
some hospitals have had to
cancel non-emergency surgeries. On Monday, blood
banks across the United
States appealed for immediate donations. People who
want to donate blood should
contact a local blood bank
for an appointment. Donors
must be healthy, at least 17
years old, weigh at least 110
pounds and meet other
requirements. People can
give blood every 56 days .
According to statistics, only
5 percent of eligible
Americans donate blood.

Smokers who think they
can reduce their risk of lung
cancer by switching to lowtai: cigarettes should think
according
to
again,
researchers
at .
Massachusetts
General
Hospital. In their study, the
researchers found that people wh0 smoked low-tar or
very-low-tar
cigarettes
were just as likely to die
from lung cancer as smokers of medium tar cigarettes. Tar refers to many
different toxic chemicals
that are found in cigarettes.
Very-low-tar cigarettes contain 7 milligrams or less of
tar, whereas regular medium-tar cigarettes contain
15 to 21 milligrams of tar.
According to researchers
and scientists, the only
proven way for smokers to
reduce the risk of lung cancer is to quit cigarettes
completely and as soon as
possible.

Vitamin Dmay protect
against rheumatoid arthritis
Women with the highest
levels of vitamin D intake
are about one third less
likely to develop rheumatoid arthritis than women
with the lowest levels, findings from a new study suggests. Researchers at the
University of Alabama
believe that vitamin D may
affect the immune system,
and thus lower the risk of
rheumatoid
developing
arthritis. So far vitamin D is
best known for its role in
building bones. The results
of the research were
announced after an 11-year
study. The authors of the
study contend thl}.t both
dietary and supplemental
vitamin D intake are
inversely linked with risk of
rheumatoid arthritis, which
is an autoimmune disease.

•
•
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Genetic and environmental
factors trigger allergy
The presence of common
gene
mutations
can
increase
the
allergic
response
in
sensitive
patients who are exposed to
diesel exhaust, researchers
at University of Sout h
California in Los Angeles
report. They examined
genes that encode for glutathione-S-tranferases,
enzymes that metabolize
reactive oxygen species and
detoxify chemicals present
in
diesel
exhaust.
Mutations of these genes,
which occur in up to 20 percent of the general popula~
tion, are associated with
airway hyperresponsiveness
and
asthma.
Researchers suggest that
antioxidants such as vitamins A," E and C may prevent the effect that air pol1ution has on allergic
inflammation. The research
lead scientists to believe
that the increased level of
allergies in the past few
decades are due to the
increasing levels of pollutants in the air.
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Low-tar cigarettes do not
reduce lung cancer risk
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Application process takes 3 years
FROM A1
ulty in order to "more fully recognize the level of her involvement with the department."
However, he conceded, 'J\s a
member of Phi Beta Kappa, that
change of designation for this
faculty member allowed her to
be counted in the totals that
were being compiled of College
of Arts and Sciences faculty who
were members of Phi Beta
Kappa."
Still, Huff-Corzine stressed,
''We don't just give joint appoint. ments for Phi Beta Kappa. We
give it to people to recognize
their special skills and talents in
other areas."
The first step in the threeyear process is to file an application with Phi Beta Kappa,
which UCF did last year, Lille
said. The application is more
than 100 pages long and seeks
to determine the academic quality of the arts and science programs of an applicant, as well as
its history and financial status.
Schools must also pay a $2,000
application fee.
"Their main concern is a
strong commitment to liberal
arts, reflected in the curricu-

lum," Lille said. "They also want
to be sure that athletics doesn't
drive the university."
If a university is chosen to
progress past the first step, it
must pay an additional $10,000
to finance a site visit by a Phi
Beta Kappa committee. Still,
according to Lille, securing that
visit is an accomplishment by
itself.
"Of the 30 schools that apply
each period, only about 10 are
chosen to move into the second
phase," he said. ''We shoWd find
out sometime this spring if UCF
passed into the second phase."
Huff-Corzine said no one is
sure what the visiting committee
looks for on campus, but she
added that UCF's on-campus
diversity should be a good selling point.
''.At this point, I'm just crossing my fingers that we just get a
second visit," she said.
According to the society's
Web site, after a site visit, the
visiting committee will make its
recommendation to the society
as a whole on whether to extend
an invitation to a university.
In 200~, Phi Beta Kappa
extended invitations to only two
schools, one of which was

LEAGU5 OF THEIR OWN

Eckerd College in Pinellas
County. Those schools that
don't receive an invitation have
to undergo the entire application process again. They must
repay the application fees and
re-submit a new application.
"FIU applied . five times
before they got in," Hoff-Corzine
said. "Since each application
period is three years long, this
means they spent 15 years getting their chapter."
Recent budget problems at
UCF could negatively affect the
university's chances, Lille said.
The application had highlighted
some programs that are facing
cutbacks, including the Writing
Center.
Huff-Corzine noted that UCF
began to pursue Phi Beta Kappa
before the budget crunch beg'all.
She added that the money. being
sunk into the effort is small compared with other university
spending.
''We are giving it our best
shot," she continued. "The chapter here feels that UCF is ready.
There are excellent students
here who would really benefit
from having Phi Beta Kappa
here, and that's who we are
thinking about."

UCE S'f)ring ~cruitment 2004

MONDAY JAN 19 ,
Meet us out in front of the arena at 7:15 to
watch the men's basketball game!

WEDNESDAY JAN 21
Come out to lunch with us behind the
student union from 11-1!

SATURDAY JAN 24
We'll be out at Lake Claire from 12-3 having
a bbq and playing games!
Don't sit on the sidelines anymore, come out and join our team!

Resolution knocks federal law
FROM A2 .

1

given to a series of laws similar
in intent to the original Patriot
Act.
The laws were designed to
give the government more
power in conducting investigations into terrorism by sharing
information and eliminating
roadblocks to information
retrieval and surveillance.
Sen. Kevin O'Grattan said,
"This legislation deals entirely
with Patriot Act I. I think [reference to Patriot Act II] should be
stricken in total. I think it should
be a separate resolution."
This part of the bill was
stricken by amendment.
Following
Georgetown
University's lead, Olander
wants UCF to have an office that
specializes in handling all
requests for public records
through the school, to allow for
better monitoring of the government's use of Patriot Act laws to
access student records. She also
wants the school to provide
notice to students whose
records were accessed by law
enforcement agents.
'Tu the seeming surprise of
senators present, Olander

insisted that the resolution
doesn't condemn the entire
Patriot Act, only parts of it.
She said one of the primary
concerns is about the kinds of
protests that Americans carry
out to voice disapproval O\fer
laws like the Patriot Act.
Olander said the act makes it
much easier for the government
to classify political dissidents as
terrorists.
An example of this, she said,
was at her own political rally
against the act held downtown
in November. She said one man,
who wasn't connected to her
org'allization but supported her
cause, kept running into the
street during the rally. By
endangering other people, she
said his action could get them all
labeled as domestic terrorists.
Committee members said the
resolution's title - "Resolution
in opposition of the USA Patriot
Act provisions and related
Executive Orders" - should be
sharpened to reflect its focus.
Olander agreed to change the
name to say that only specific
parts of the act are criticized.
Given the number of amendments, Seh. Ben Reid, chairman
of the Governmental Affairs

For more info contaCt Jo Mauceri@ (407)-657-7184
or @ kkg_recruitment@y?hoo.com

Committee, suggested the resolution be delayed so it could be
modified appropriately.
Olander said she'd prefer the
bill finally get to the floor, as she
said it "has already been held up
for over a month now."
The group agreed and·
approved the amendments.
The resolution passed 6-to-1.
Olander was surprised by
how receptive the committee
was, since she said its members
are largely conservative. She
does expect stiffer opposition
from the full Senate.
"I didn't think there would be
as many people voting favorably
for it," she said. "I was pessimistic to begin with." .
Fbr the second reading of the
bill, Olander says she'll incorporate the amendments agreed to
at the committee meeting and
"clean it up," putting the paperwork in the proper format.
Should it pass on second
reading today, the resolution will
again be read on Jan. 22.
Passage on that day would make
the resolution official.
The resolution faces its first
appearance on the Senate floor
at 7 p.m. in the Student Union
Key West Room.
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If You Overspent In December, We Can Help
You In January. If You Overate In December, •
You're On Your Own.
l

••
156 Geneva Dr.
407-365-6611

Marketplace Mall
407-365-6611

10 Alafaya Woods Blvd.

8305 Rtrl Buglake Rd

407-365-2212

407-366-4868

Dispute centered on T-shirt design
FROM

Al

until Sen. Michael McLaughlin
took over as committee chairman. In December, McLaughlin
vowed to continue the investigation after classes resumed
this month.
When McLaughlin abruptly
resigned Jan. 8, the audit continued as planned under newly
elected committee chairman
Michael Henry.
Based on a lack of evidence,
Sen. Nick Merone,·chairman of
the
Organizations,
Appropriations and Finance
Committee,. moved during the
meeting to postpone the audit
indefinitely, effectively ending
it. "The Progressive Fest was
· on the first three days of the
primary election:, but the comptroller made it clear they
haven't broken any statutes,"
said Merone, who added that
he thought the group's actions
were unethical. "Ethics aren't.
in the statutes. It's whether the
law was broken."
Committee members relied
on evidence gathered by
Bledsoe to continue discussion
after Merone withdrew his
motion.
"The only thing I could see
in here as questionable was
the purchase of T-shirts,"
Bledsoe said, because the
design of the shirts - originally
approved by SGA - had
changed after he'd seen it. A
call to the T-shirt vendor verified the change, though
Bledsoe said it was minor and
wouldn't constitute a violation
unless Web sites listed on the
back of the shirt endorsed candidates.
A half-dozen members of
the Council attended the meeting, with a defense that they
•' didn't know what they'd done
wrong.

Committee members seemed
to agree with them. The question
of ethics remained their only
concern, with some senators
questioning the ethics of a group
planning an event in front of the
Student Union to coincide with
an election.
When senators asked why the
group hadn't included the date of
the festival event in its request
for funding, Ruff replied that "the
dates were in the budget request,
and the budget committee
passed it."
Most of the committee agreed
that an appropriate solution
would be to change SGA statutes
to prevent the use of funds from
student activity and service fees
during election$.
"It's my recommendation that
we table it and close this case
today," Merolle said after discussion abated. After a brief review

of all Progressive Council financial records audited for the year,
the committee unanimously
voted to table the issue, which
me~t
if discussion didn't
resume before the meeting
adjourned, the audit would be
over.
Senators thanked the council
members for coming to the meeting, and the group left. After a
few minutes handling routine
financial reviews, the group
adjourned, ending an audit that
started three I)lonths earlier and
exonerating the council. . .
"I feel bad that any group
would have to come out and witness a process that wasn't as
org'allized as it could be,"
Bledsoe said, "But I think they
found the information they were
looking for. I think the information was sufficient to clear anyone's mind of questions."
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Research programs lead to higher job placement
FROM A2

she just attends lectures and reads
textbooks, into the realm of active
learning where the students can
actually build upon what has been
learned, Cooper added.
"It's moving me into the next
step of education by the creation of
knowledge, rather than just
absorbing it," Brandy Christman, a
senior HIM student, said. "And
since I'm a sociology and psychology major, it's almost guaranteed
that I have to go to graduate school,
and I know this has been a great
preparation."

Cooper agrees that the benefits solve and collect information in
of undergraduate research for order to effectively solve that probgraduate school are unmistakable. lem," Cooper said.
First, the programs provide stuAdded Valerie Sims, the HIM
dents with the confidence to attend coordinator for psychology: "Every
graduate school because they student I have worked with in
know what will be required of 'Honors in the Major' has either
them, he said. Second, it helps the gotten into graduate school or the
students distinguish themselves job they wanted.
"If you want to be pragmatic
from the other applicants who also
about it," she said, "it's a lot easier
have high GPAs and test scores.
Undergraduate research does for me to write a letter of recomnot only apply to students interest- mendation for a student who has
ed in graduate school because it~ worked in my lab than it is for
benefits extend to job experience someone who sat in one of my 80as well. "Employers want to know person classes and got an A."
The SMART and HIM programs
that you know how to problem-

are available for students in areas
of study from the sciences to the
humanities. "Research underlies
every field," Cooper said, "including when an artist learns what sort
of mediums are most successful for
painting or when an actor studies
the background and motivation of
his character."
'Tu get involved in either program, students can make an
appointment with Cooper in the
Honors College; locate a faculty
mentor themselves by speaking to a ,
professor whose class they enjoyed,
or do research online to find a mentor with similar interests.

Police Beat ~~~~

i)

aggravated assault, battery; carrying a concealed weapon and possession of a weapon on school property.
A woman at the apartment complex
called police from the clubhouse
where she said she ran after being
threatened by a knife. The woman
alleges that Bennett bad threatened
her in her apartment with two small
kitchen knives. She said Bennett
verbally and physically threatened
her, then hit her in the head.
The woman then left the apartment. She says, Bennett followed
her to her car, where she hit her in

the bead again, before the woman
was able to get away and call police.
UCF Police Officer Erik
Lashinsky found Bennett on campus with a 9-incb knife concealed in
her bookbag.

Only four beers
A car going an estimated 50 mph
in a 35 mph zone near the fraternities on Gemini Boulevard caught
Officer Anthony Lupo's attention
Jan. 11. At about 2 a.m. Lupo saw
the car's rear end fish tail into the
left lane, while the rest of the car
traveled in the right lane. The car
then swerved into the left lane and

a doc
JOHN GEORGIOU, PA-C
UCF Health Services

I have been feeling
very fatigued lately.
What can that be caused
by?

1J

FROM A2

Ask

back into the right lane. The officer from the car. When asked,
drove over the median to pursue the Patterson said he hadn't had anycar, which stopped in a Lake Claire thing to drink that night.
Apartments parking lot just past
Lupo asked Patterson to walk to
Greek Park Drive.
the rear of the car and the driver
The car parked just as Lupo staggered while doing so. While
turned on his overhead lights. The waiting for backup, Lupo said the
car straddled three spaces, with the driver told him he'd been drinking,
right front tire in the right space but only had four beers.
and the left rear tire in the left
Patterson failed a walk-and-tum
space.
test, a one-leg-stand test, and a folThe driver, Christopher Ryan low-the-finger test. When transPatterson, 20, fumbled with his wal- ported to the Orange County DUI
let before producing a license and, Testing Center, Patterson's blood
when asked, said he didn't know alcohol level measured between
why he was pulled over. Lupo .134 and .136. He was arrested for
smelled ·the odor of alcohol coming driving under the influence.
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Fatigue is a very common symptom that is seen
in medical practice. There
is a broad range of medical
problems that can manifest through fatigue. One
of the first causes of
fatigue is, of course, lack of
proper sleep, the emphasis
being on the·word "proper." Most people should be
getting any where between
seven and eight hours of
sleep. Otherwise, sleep
deficits can accumulate
and can lead to fatigue. If
that is not an issue, then
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there are several other
problems that can cause it.
Viral infections, such as
colds and the flu, can
weaken our bodies and
tire
us
significantly.
Additionally,
anemia,
which is a decrease in the
amount of red cells in the
blood stream, is a common
cause of fatigue. It can be
due to excess menstruation, hidden loss of blood,
or from several other reasons.
Another common cause
of fatigue is hormonal
as
imbalance,
such
hypothy:i;oidism. The thyroid gland, if not functioning properly, can disrupt
many bodily functions,
with fatigue being a cardinal symptom. Another
· cause for feeling fatigued
can be due to psychological issues, primarily
depression.
Moreover,
there are disorders of just
about every major organ
system that can cause
fatigue. There are too
many to mention. Finally, if
you are getting adequate
rest as described above,
and still feeling fatigued, it
is important to seek medical care in order to
exclude more serious
forms of medical illness.
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OUR STANCE

Wrecking history
for UCF's progress
W

the university- a gift of history
and practical value.
Since then it was used by biology classes for research, allowing them to study plant life that's
alive and growing, rather than in
a textbook. This hands-on learning, with species that can't survive or wouldn't thrive in the
wild, isn't an option now.
Students still have acres and
acres of Florida wildlife to study,
but not the living laboratory that
was the greenhouse.
Nature is responsible for its
condemnation through years of
weathering in the Florida sun
and rain. Nature continues to
keep the trees within the greenhouse growing, though. Granted,
there are trees all over campus,
but not many of,the mango or bo
varieties that have thrived in the
protected enviro:riment.
Why would UCF let something
like this· go to waste? We don't
have the kinds o/ icons that other
schools have, like a bell tower or
a statue or monument to a
founder from the 1700s. What lit. tle history we have is falling
away. UCF needs small treasures
like the old greenhouse to provide a connection to its past.

hat went wrong, that a
building UCF was given as
a gift, a building that has
a history dating to 1927, would
end as a condemned relic?
On the east side of campus
stands a cluster of trees over a
handful of acres, collectively
known as the Arboretum. The
centerpiece of this natural
refuge, a greenhouse that UCF
has operated since 1971, is
falling apart. The school didn't
take care of it, probably because
it couldn't afford to or didn't care
to, and now it might be torn
down.
UCF, eyes always to the
future, is leaving an important
part of its past in the dust. The
greenhouse, perhaps the oldest
structure on campus, died this
summer when it was condemned ·
by the fire department. They said
the building wasn't safe - its
roof is falling in, one glass pane
at a time.
It has suffered the ravages of
age without the benefit of maintenance. The building survived
life on Long Island, N.Y., for 26
years before being disassembled
and moved to Winter Piµ-k in
195S. In 1971, it was donated to

Instead, UCF is taking a page
from Orlando Mayor Buddy
Dyer's playbook for downtown
revitalization - let the building
decay, then say it's too far gone
to save and tear it down to build
something more sterile and more
modern, with less character and
less to care about.
At least some people in the '
administration are interested in
trying to save the structure.
Good for them.
If 100 students a year were
able to use the greenhouse, it
would be worth keeping. When a
guest comes to this school, or a
potential donor pays a visit, it's
the sort of place that UCF should
show off with pride, not hide for
shame.
The Arboretum just hired its
first full-time director, who for all
practical value will be the chief
lobbyist to acquire badly needed
funding for saving the greenhouse and the surrounding natural greenery, both of which are in
danger of be~g encroached upon
and taken away by the forces of
progress.
History is in short supply at
UCF. We need to protect what we
have.

OUR STANCE

Rush's defense
shows hypocrisy
R

to anyone else.
ush Limbaugh is once
While his attorneys are busy
again upset about the
in court, Limbaugh so far has
Florida legal system.
This time, though, it's not
offered two defenses in an effort
abQut politics. It's not about an
to bolster his public image. One,
election travesty that he inter- • Democrats are trying to discredit
mittently derided and supported. him as part of a revenge scheme,
supposedly as retribution for the
And it's not about drugs.
Well, actually, he'd like people Republicans having engineered
to think it's not about drugs.
voter fraud in Florida to give
He'd like people to think it's
George W Bush the presidency.
about his right to privacy.
Two, his former housekeeper is
As part of an investigation
·trying to blackmail him by testiinto Limbaugh's alleged illegal
fying that he went "doctor shoppurchasing of prescription
ping'' to get more drugs than his
prescriptions would allow.
drugs, a Florida judge just gave
Limbaugh's tactics don't
state prosecutors the right to see
Limbaugh's medical records. ·
speak well of his character.
The reason the prosecutors
Neither does the fact that, during
each of the past three presidenwanted to see those records?
tial campaigns, he invoked a can· Limbaugh's medical and predidate's drug use to sway voters.
scription history somehow
A lot of partisan talking heads
seemed relevant to a case about
illegal purchasing of prescription from both sides of the spectrum
drugs.
did the same thing. The problem
The radio talk show host's
with Limbaugh is his hypocrisy
response: Prosecutors shouldn't
in regard to those drug charges,
both then and now.
be allowed to see and use his.
During President Bill
medical records against him,
Clinton's two campaigns,
because it's a breach of his priLimbaugh argued that Clinton
vacy.
Circuit Judge Jeffrey Winikoff shouldn't be president because,
among other things, he did drugs
said, "The state has clearly
when he was younger, and possidemonstrated the relevance or
bly when he was older. Then allenexus between seizing Mr.
Limbaugh's medical records and gations of George W Bush being
this ongoing criminal investigaa former drug user came out,
tion." In awarding prosecutors
and Limbaugh lashed out
against people for bringing them
the right to see,those records,
however, the judge barren the
.up, saying that Bush is a
prosecutors from showing them
reformed family man.

His consistent theme during
the Clinton and Bush drug scandals: Drugs are bad a.IJ.d you
shouldn't use them. Oh yeah, and
if you did, you should go to jail
- unless you're a Republican
president or a radio talk show
host.
Now, though, he's awfully
furtive on the issue when it
applies to him. He can't very well
insist that, if·he's found guilty, he
should get ;vhat a drug abuser
deserves.. So he's blaming everypody but himself.
Which of Limbaugh's public
defenses is valid? If he's found
guilty of illegally obtaining prescription drugs, then neither is.
It'll be hard to spin the truth if
he's convicted of a misdemeanor,
or possibly a felony, drug deal.
If he's found innocent, then
he's got his choice of aforementioned theories on how this
whole crazy thing happened to
him. Maybe he'll put them
together into the ultimate conspiracy theory excuse.
Whichever combination of
"facts" is most likely to get Bush
elected seems his best course of
action.
Either way, don't be surprised
if, upon his acquittal, he doesn't
deem his arguments against the
Democrats and his former
housekeeper convincing enough
to take to a libel trial, now matter how horrendous he makes
them seem now.
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FROM PROMISE TO NEGLIGENCE
BEN HENDERSON I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS
Flaming Bush disrespects a leader
I am a regular reader of the Future and
usually enjoy it twice a week but was very
upset when I read the story on Monday
about President Bush ['"Pants on Fire' lights
1
up Orlando"].
I believe three pages of publicity for it
was more than enough for what the article
merited. I was disturbed more at the contents of the article, though. Basically, the
whole article was just an ad putting down
Bush. Here is my problem with it: I believe
that people can disagree with anything they
want, but to act so irresponsibly about it and
go out and do what those kids did is just not
right.
·
Your right to vote is how you determine
whom you agree with, not parading around a
makeshift effigy. Those kinds of actions do
absolutely nothing for our country. Yes, we
have freedom of speech, but let's not mistake
that for the freedom to act like fools.
If I personally like Bush or not does not
matter because he is our president, elected
by us, and he' deserves to be resp~cted. His
approval rating'S are above 50 percent right
now, which are very good for this juncture of
time, so obviously those anti-Bush people
are in the minority. They are just hurting our
country, and not offering any valid solutions.
All they say is that they don't like the president and that he is dumb or is a liar.
Over a million men and women in the military look to him as their leader and for a
few people to be mocking their commander
in chief is disgraceful and disrespectful to all
of those who are protecting you. An old saying goes, "Stay away from religion and politics when talking to people," because those
topics are so controversial. It seems that
these kids are just trying to antagonize others. I see no other reason for them doing
what they did.
Voice your opinion with your vote, not
your absurd, public, degrading displays of
the leader of our country.

Bush tax cuts permanent, ["Permanent tax
cut could ruin future," Jan. 12]. There is a
very good reason why the "rich" will receive
most of the tax cut benefits - because the
"rich" pay a majority of the income taxes.
According to the IRS' own figures, the top
25 percent pay 82.9 percent of income taxes.
So of course they will receive 80 percent of
the benefits because they pay 80 percent of
income taxes. If the bottom 75 percent of
wage earners pay only 17.1 percent of
income taxes, then by definition they will not
receive that big of a tax cut because they did
not pay as much in income taxes. People
who do not pay that much in taxes will not
. receive as big a tax cut as those who do. .
That is just basic logic. ·
Contrary to what some or the liberal writers at the Future believe, there are actually
a lot of people in that upper 25 percent of
'income tax payers who worked hard to make
their money, and deserve their big paycheck
without oppressive taxes on their wages.
It appears that the Future would rather
take the tax cuts and distribute it to everyone, regardless of how much income tax they
pay, so everyone "benefits equally." However,
that would not be a tax cut; that would be
wealth redistribution. There is a very good
term for wealth redistribution: communism.
In my opinion, that goes against what this
country was founded on. When did it become
all right to penalize people through oppressive taxes for working hard and becoming
wealthy?
If anyone wants to check the figures, I got
them off the IRS' own Web site,
http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/pub/ irssoi/01in01ts.xls. They are at the bottom of
the page.

l

- MICHAEL STEWART

UCF students travel to Israel

This past winter break, more than 50
UCF students traveled to Israel on college
trips. It was an amazing experience for
- JOHN KILLILEA those who have been many times before, as
well as students who have never been. ,,
Dozens of Golden Knights swam in the Dead
Sea, climbed Masadii and ate falafel with
I played a season of football at UCF
Israelis.
They experienced one of the most
(injury not withstanding), and as both an
amazing
places in the world, a place that
educational and athletic alumnus, I feel very
many should have the opportunity to see for
uncomfortable that our administrators.and
themselves.
athletic directors would use the corporate
At a time when many question the safety
structure of the athletic department as a
shield to what we all know to be facf - UCF of our own back yard, these students took a
stand and decided to go to the Holy Land.
is a public educational institution.
And
yes, it is safe to go! While in Israel, you
Both the public, and more importantly, the
that
normal life actually goes on every
see
student body of UCF has a right to know
day.
The
atmosphere there is completely difwhat their funds ultimately support. By playferent than how it is portrayed in the media.
ing these games with the media, the athletic
Israelis share ideals and values with
department is acting as though they have
and both peoples have similar
Americans,
something to hide. At a bare minimum, if
lifestyles. Strolling through Tel Aviv makes
these guys are making exorbitant salaries,
you feel like you are in a major metropolitan
then we should all have that knowledge so
we can hold them accountable if they fail. On city. If you travel only a few miles, you will
enter Jerusalem, one of the holiest cities in
an ethical front, our students should know
the
world, where time seems to stand still.
what they make so the.next time they are
Buildings,
culture and religion from thouasked for some additional tuition or fees
sands
of
years
ago remain and are everbecause the university has fallen on hard
in
this
amazing city.
present
times, they know who to tell to go fly a kite.
For some, Israel is merely a distant
- JEFF WILLIAMS dream, which they will never see, taste or
CLASS OF 1992 touch. However, this past winter break Israel
came alive for dozens of UCF students, as
they traveled halfway across the world to
tax
turn a dream into a reality.
I feel that the Future did not tell the
whole story in its editorial about making the
- NOAH SAPOSNIK&BEN SACK

Tell us what the coaches get paid

Acommunist

cut

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, ta
.1
mmar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UC~ws.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax~em to 407-447-4556.Questions? Call 407-447"T5.
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Women's basketball
players that scored
double figures in
Tuesday night's win
over FAU.

Career doubledoubles for UCF's
Celeste Hudson,
earned Tuesday
night.

Times this season
that Hudson has led
the women's
basketball team in
scoring.

Times this s~ason
that Hudson has led
in rebounding.

Former UCF
quarterback Ryan
Schneider is one of
three quarterbacks
slated to play for the
Aina team at
Saturday's Hula Bowl.
Schneider, who will
play alongside
Wyoming's Casey
Bramlet and Kentarou
Namiki of Japan's
Waseda University, is
only the third UCF
player to play in a
senior all-star game
this year. Tight end
Michael Gaines
played in the BlueGray Classic and
offensive lineman
David Ashinkaz
played in the EastWest Shrine Classic.

Upcoming.
l

The defending
national champion
UCF cheerleaders will
compete in the semifinals of the 2004 UCA
National
Championships
Saturday at 8:15 p.m.
at Disney's Wide
World of Sports
Complex. The finals
will take place
Sunday at 5:30 p.m.
. .. Men's basketball
returns to the UCF
Arena Saturday at
7:30 p.m.against
Lipscomb and Sunday
at 7:30 p.m. against
Belmont ... Women's
basketball heads to
Boiling Springs, NC to
take on GardnerWebb Saturday ...
Women's track and
field gets started
Saturday in
Gainesville at the UF
Invitational.

Quotables
"I think our signature
is that we are very
fast-paced."
- UCF

CHEERlEADING
COACH LINDA GOOCH
ON WHY HER TEAM
STANDS OUT

"It's kind of like a
jigsaw puzzle. We
couldn't get all the
pieces lined up."
- C·USA
COMMISSIONER
BRITTON BANOWSKY
ON THE FAILED
CONFERENCf
AUGNMENT TALKS

With C-USXs proposal blown,
realignment destined for 2·005
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

The Atlantic Coast Conference will
not have a football title game in 2004.
The Big East will not begin its 16-team
basketball super-conference in 2004.
Only the University of Miatni and
Virginia Tech will make moves for
2004, leaving the eight other teams is
this past summer's conference swap
free-for-all to hold tight until 2005.
Recent talks between Conference
USA commissioner Britton Banowsky
and Big East commissioner Mili:e
Tranghese involved C-USA allowing
DePaul,
Cincinnati,
Louisville,
Marquette and South Florida to make
the jump to the Big East in 2004 instead
of 2005. However, because no financial

USA, and had no effect on UCF's eventual move to C-USA. Both UCF and
Marshall, currently members of the
MAC, will make their transition to CUSA in 2005 as originally scheduled.
The option of moving either team from
the MAC to C-USA in 2004 took a backsettlement could be reached, the Big seat to Banowsky's primary concerns.
East will not be able to replace the
"Britton was looking to us to help
Hurricanes and Hokies this season.
him with the loss of his teams a year
"It won't happen until 2005," eru·ly," Tranghese said. "He laid out a
Banowsky told ESPN.com regarding C- plan. But we couldn't make it work. It's
USA and the Big East realignments.
too big a financial step to take. That's
Commissioners of ·the ACC, Big why we're shutting it down. The ACC
East, C-USA and Mid-American · will be 12 in football and have a chamConference met in Nashville this past pionship game in 2005. That's when
weekend to make a final decision. Also we'll be 16 (in the Big East), too."
in attendance were the commissioners
Banowsky's goal was to receive $6
of the Western Athletic, Atlantic 10 and to $8 million from the Big East and
Sun Belt Conferences, all of which were almost $10 million altogether as a buyaffected by the summer conference out to replace the revenue of losing five
realignments. The collective goal was schools, which ru·e particularly strong
to see everyone benefit from the con- in Division I-A basketball.
ference realignment in 2004 and not
"The philosophy out there is tllat if
just the ACC.
we can pull it off, that would be gi.·eat
The negotiations centered mainly
on compensating the Big East and CPLEASE SEE CONFERENCE ON A8

Men alone at the top
TSU's first A-Sun
loss is UCF's gain
At the start of the season,
.UCF's basketball team - q.espite
being chocked full of inexperienced players at ahnost every
position - talked the talk.
12 games into the season, the
Knights are now walking the
walk.
With an 84-83 loss to Georgia
State on Tuesday, Troy State fell
for the first time in conference
play, leaving UCF as the lone
unbeaten team atop the A-Sun.
. "We focus on one game at a
time. We are pleased with our
start, but the key is to remain
detailed oriented," said coach
Kirk Speraw, who is enjoying the
best season start of his 11-yeru· tenure at UCF. "We are still making improvements. There's a lot
of basketball to be played."
The Knights (10-2, 6-0 in ASun), who currently own a ninegame win streak, have been executing a simple game plan: textbook basketball passing,
defending and, when the opportunity presents itself, fast-breaking.
The key to the Knights' sue-

Rebounds
Josh Bodden
Roberto Morentin
Dexter Lyons
Will Bakanowsky
Gary Johnson

Assists
Gary Johnson
Dexter Lyons
Josh Bodden
Kingsley Edwards
Marcus Avant

Steals
Dexter Lyons
Gary Johnson
Roberto Morentin
Will Bakanowsky
Marcus Avant

Blocked Shots

.
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COACH'S ON A8
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Dexter Lyons leads UCF offensively as the Knights are ranked 14th in the Mid Major Top 25 poll.

ILLUSTRATION BY JERROD ROCKHILLI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Josh Bodden
Roberto Morentin
Will Bakanowsky
Marcus Avant
Dexter Lyons

15.9
12.7
11.5
7.4
4.2

Total

Avg/game

91
89
59
47
38

7.0
6.8
4.5
3.6
2.9

Total
58
33

25

BRITTON .BANOWSKY

CONFERENCE USA
COMMISSIONER

Avg/game

Dexter Lyons
Roberto Morentin
Josh Bodden
Gary Johnson
Marcus Avant

Staff Writer

-

Men's
basketball
statistics
Points

FRITZ LORISTON

"We all want to go
about our business
... but there are
financial issues
that are
significant."

Avg/game .
4.5

2.5

23
21

1.9
1.9
1.6

Total

Avg/game

30
23
17
13
12

2.3
1.8
1.3
1.0
0.9

Total

Avg/game

13
10
9
7
5

1.0
0.8'
0.7
0.5
0.4

Women blow
out Owls
Back on track in title hunt
MATT DUNAWAY
StaffWriter

After two ~ough losses at home, the UCF
women's basketball team got back to its
winning ways with an 83-69 victory over
Florida Atlantic on Tuesday night.
"It wasn't the prettiest thing in the
world," UCF head coach Gail Striegler said.
"But a win is a win, and we'll take it after
these last couple of games."
"It's good to get back winning games,"
guard Shayla Smith said. "We just have t o
continue to work each day, and get better
as a team."·
Both offenses got off to a slow start
shooting from the floor. The women of
Pegasus shot 33.3 percent in the first 20
minutes, compared to 30.4 percent for the
Owls. UCF emerged with a 29-28 lead at the
intermission.
"There were points in the first half
where I thought our girls were asleep out
there on the floor," Striegier said. "But it
was huge for us to get out of there with the
lead."
The two teams would eventually combine for 40 turnovers and 70 free throws.
In the second half, both teams' offenses
did a one-eighty, posting 95 points on the
board. UCF (5-8; 4-2 A-Sun) would shoot
17-of-30 from the floor, while FAU was 14of-31.
PLEASE SEE

ALLEN ON A9

FROM A7

cess, however, is not only their consistency, but
also their unpredictability.
"Our three seniors are very sound and consistent," said Speraw. "We have different guys that
come off the bench and give us some quality minutes at both ends of the court. Our shots are not
falling like we would like, but the main thing is
that we make it very hard for opponents to score
easy baskets."
On defense the Knights consistently perform
with an unmatched tenacity. But on offense,
Speraw often mixes up personnel - putting fuel
where fire is needed. Any player on the roster,
whether a starter or a role-player off the bench,
can provide the Knights with scoring, and ultimately a win.

This was evident in t)le Knights' last outing, a
63-51 win over Jacksonville on Sunday.
Dexter Lyons, who has led the Knights offensively in seven games, got in early foul trouble.
And Coach Speraw simply looked down bis bench
for substitution, changing not one aspect of bis
game plan.
The result: Marcus Avant ended with bis best
offensive contribution as a Knight, drilling two 3pointers en route to a career-high 12 points.
Roberto Morentin dominated down low; scoring a
game-high 18 points. Robert Ross came off the
bench and immediately connected from long
range, and held off a late rally by Jacksonville.
The Knights are getting it done as a team, yet
relying on their senior starters - Lyons,
Morentin and Josh Bodden - for their leadership.

'

Aclose look at the fantastic five
Dexter Lyons
Senior forward
The crowd
favorite.
Whenever the
Knights need a
basket, the 6foot-4-inch for- Lyons
ward is likely
to get tough. He
courts 28.5 minutes a game
while leading the Knights with
15.9 points a game. He is also a
key contributor on the defensive
end, registering 30 steals and
five blocked shots. When it's all
said and done - if UCF walks
away with the conference
crown, Lyons should be a strong
candidate for ''A-Sun Player of
the Year."

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The women's basketball team took time to host a youth clinic and sign autographs for SO girls after Saturday's home game against
Mercer. Here sophomore guard LaShay King signs a team poster for a young UCF fan.

Conference USA lineup still shaky
FROM A7

for· everyone to go to their new
league," Banowsky said prior to
the meeting. ''We all want to go
about
our
business.
Philosophically it's worth discussing, but there are financial
. issues th.a t are significant."
The main concerns for CUSA were the loss of television
contracts and NCAA tournament berths. The $10 million
would be used to oompensate CUSA:s remaining members for
all of the money that would have
been shared from those NCAA
tournament and television revenues.
''We built the future of our
conference on our NCAA basketball units and television revenue," Banowsky said prior to
Friday's meeting. "Once the initial move was made, there was
going to be a ripple effect. There
are about 50-60 schools affected
here. So we would have to make
up (the ·losses), and even if we

did (get the money), I'm not sure ·
we would have the votes (from
the remaining C-USA presidents) to get it done."
C-USA has already taken a
major bit with the departure of
its basketball-rich schools, however it appears as if an additional bit may soon affect its football
schools.
Texas
Christian
University may likely be head· ing to the Mountain W~st
Conference if they receive an
offer to join. The departure of
the Horned Frogs, who finished
· 11-1 overall in 2003, would take
away a fourth program with a
winning football record.
. Along with Marshall and
UCF, C-USA is adding Southern
Methodist University, Tulsa and
Rice in 2005. Of the new football
programs 0-USA will add, only
Tulsa and Marshall had winning
records in 2003. Rice finished
with a 5-7 record while SMU
failed to win even one game.
C-USA also is losing
Charlotte and Saint Louis to the '

~O'Leary bags first
BRANDON HELWIG

two football recruits
They're a great bunch of guys
and a great bunch of coaches .. .
Some come from some of the top
programs in the country and
some from the NFL."
Stripling will visit Louisville
and Georgia Tech, Hutcherson
has visited Vanderbilt and will
travel to LQuisville, Connecticut
and Bowling Green, and
Shologan is expected to make a
decision in the near future
between UCF and Boise State.
He visited BSU in December.
Two players that were
recruited by the previous staff
are already enrolled in school:
Savannah (Ga.) Benedictine fullback Jared Spivey and Toronto
(Ont.) offensive tackle Richard
Zulys.
UCF will play host to more
recruits on the weekends leading
up to Natfonal Signing Day on ·
Feb. 4. The Knights should have
around 19 available scholarships
to give out with an emphasis on
signing offensive linemen, defensive linemen.and cornerbacks.

RECRUIT WATCH

UCFSports.com

' George O'Leary and the UCF
football coaching staff picked up
their ·first two recruiting commitments over the weekend.
Jacksonville First Coast cornerback Augustus Ashley and
Port St. Lucie West Centennial
bffensive lineman Dominic
Ignelzi made verbal commitments during their official visits.
"It was a very good visit and
I liked it a lot," said Ashley, who
is 6 feet tall and 180 poilnds. "I
went ahead and .committed. I
chose UCF because it's close to
home and they have a whole
new coaching staff, so that
might be a good situation for me.
One of their players I played
with last year is there, ·Sheldon
Shakespeare. He tells me a lot
about it and he likes it over
there. It will be a good situation
for me there."
Ashley also said he was very
jmpressed with O'Leary.
"I liked him," Ashley said.
"He sounds like a very good
coach. He's coming from the
'.NFL and I know he's got a lot of
experience. He's going to turn
around the program."
' Ashley, who was also recruitl'Jd by Iowa State and Navy, was
named All-District and AllConference after the season. He
participated in the Shrine Bowl
All-Star game last month and is
fully qualified.
Ignelzi, a big 6-foot-5-inch,
305-pound tackle, also liked the
visit so much that he committed.
"The visit went great,"
Ignelzi said. "I really liked the
campus. It's close but it's just far
enough away so I get that whOle
experience. It's in Orlando so
you're never going to have nothing to do. It's a beautiful campus
and it's a great school. The
coaches are great. I figured the
coaching change might be a little hard but once I.met them all
it changed my mind completely.
They're all nice and they're all
great. Coach O'Leary is great
and (offensive line) Coach
DeGuglielmo is great. They're
all just really nice guys. The
campus is just beautiful. There's
just so much new stuff there.
They've just renovated the
f Whole place."
,,
lgnelzi, who is also qualified,

Atlantic 10 in 2005-06, bOth of
which also affect the league's
basketball • outlook. Army
announced in 2003 that the
Black Knights' football program
would leave C-USA as well and
revert to independent status.
The loss of these three programs · and their respective
importance tQ football and basketball leaves' Banowsky and CUSA with very few and far lessattractive options. However, CUSA will keep lagging on a decision as the MWC is taking much
longer than anticipated on a
decision about TCU.
For now; C-USA's main
options are trying to lure
Temple and North Texas away
from their respective conferences.
As the conferences failed to
finalize a solution that would
have made the realignments
possible, it is certain that no
other talks will surface as
Banowsky admitted that it had
to be done in January.

is canceling a
trip to Florida
Atlantic that was
supposed to be
this weekend.
In all, six high
school players
visited UCF this
past weekend. lgnelzi
Also on campus
were Tallahassee North Florida
Christian offensive lineman Paul
Walsh, Jacksonville Jackson running back George Stripling,
Palatka defensive lineman
Immanuel Hutcherson and
Edmonton, Alberta defensive
lineman Keith Shologan. Most
will take more visits before deciding on a college.
Walsh has visits left this
month to East Carolina, Middle
Tennessee, Florida and possibly
North Carolina.
"It went great," Walsh said
about his UCF trip. "I had a great
time. I got a chance to sit down
and·meet with the new coaching
staff, which I really enjoyed.

Brandon Helwig is publisher of
www.UCFSpom.com

and Race Book
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College Students Always Free
(With Valid l.D.)

This Ad Good
i For 1 Free Program

Josh Bodden
Seniorcente~,

'

,
At the start of
the season, he
said that he
wanted to contribute a lot
more than last Bodden
year on the
offensive end. He wasted no time
doing so, scoring a career-high
21 points in the first game
against visiting Puerto Rico
Mayaguez. He would eclipse
that offensive display with a 24point
outburst
against
Tennessee-Martin. He also
saved the Knights from embarrassment as he scored 14 points

to lead the Knights in their lowest output of the season against
Florida. He averages 11.5 points
a game, 7.0 rebounds and was
selected as ''A-Sun Player of the
Week."

Marcus Avant

Senior center
Morentin has
started 45 consecutive games
for the Knights.
The 6-foot-9inch
center Morentin
from Spain prothe
vides
Knights with a dori:iinant presence in the paint, averaging 12.7
points and 6.8 rebounds a game.
He's shooting 65 percent from
the field, which leads the team.

Junior forward
Lyons has
stolen the spotlight as far as
the
forward
position for the
Knights
this Avant
season is concerned,
but
,
Avant has begun to emerge as a
key counterpart for Lyons. In
the past two games, Avant's
game has become increasingly
well-rounded as he had his
career game at Jacksonville
and led the Knights in blocks
against Stetson. Avant also
assisted Lyons in guarding
Stetson's premier guard E.J.
Gordon, as the two held him to 2of-18 shooting.

Gary Johnson

The sixth men

Roberto Morentin

Junior guard
The juniorcollege transfer
may not have
the numbers to
prove it, but
thus far he is
the MVP for Johnson
the Knights. He
courts 30.8 minutes a contest to
lead the Knights, and his 4.5
assists per game ranks third
best in the A-Sun. He also provides an unmatched toughness
at the guard position, while executing the game plan - vital to
a winning team.

'

· Troy Lindbeck, Robert Ross,
Will Bakanowski, Josh Peppers

and Kingsley Edwards contribute key minutes off the '
bench for the Knights. Although
Robert Ross possesses the best
s~ooting touch off the bench,
freshman Josh Peppers, averaging 3.4 points per game1 is
becoming a crowd favorite with
his athletic abilities as Speraw is
getting more comfortable with
him in the line-up in key situations. Lindbeck has struggled
shooting from long range and
this has depleted his playing
time.

.

UCF Athletics....RlGHl HERE. RIGHT NOW.

1UPPORT YOUR
KNIGHTS!
www.ucfathlet1cs.com
~\

Saturday, January f 7th - f 0 a.m. until noon.
- FREE TENNIS CLINIC for kids in the 8th
grade and younger. Kids can meet and mingle
with UCF Tennis Coaches Patricia Allison and Bobby
Cashman as well as UCF Tennis athletes! RSVP to
gert@mail.ucf.edu
Saturday, January f 7th - 7:30 p.m.
- Men's Basketball v. Lipscomb in the UCF
Arena. With an 11-2 record, this Men's team is
ON FIRE! Don't miss coming out and cheering them
on!
Sunday, January 18th - 6 p.m.
'··/'
- 2004 National College Cheerleading and Dance ·~,
Team Championship at Disney's Wide World of
•·
~ports. Our UCF Cheerleaders will be defending
their National Championship! For more information
and admission prices, log on to:
www.disneyworldsports.com ·
Mondav, Januarv f 9th - 7:30 p.m.
- Men's Basketball v. Belmont in the UCF Arena.

Remember that attending any home sporting event is
always· FREE for UCF students with their valid UCF
l.D. There are only a few games left in the Billboard
Music Awards contest••• so make sure you get to I 5
events to be eligible to attend the hottest music
awards show In Las Vegas! i..og on to
www.ucfathletlcs.com for complete
contest rules and info.
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. . . with Takira Allen

Up close with

the women's
premier guard
MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

Being selected ''A-Sun
Preseason Player of the
Year" has both its advantages and its disadvantages.
Foiward Takira Allen talks
about that, and the two reasons why she is called Tater.
It's time to kick back and
relax with the one of the
leaders of the women of
Pegasus.
MD: Everyone on this
team has a nickname. My
teammates call me Tater
because ...
TA: I eat a lot of tater
tots.
MD: My coach (Gail
Striegler) calls me Tater
because ...
TA: She can't pronounce
my real name.

I

MD: You're from
Tallahassee, why did you
choose to come to UCF
instead of staying home and
playing at Florida State?
TA: I've been in
Tallalfassee all my life, and I
wanted to go far away where
I could grow up. But I wanted
to be close enough where I
could reach out to my parents, and Orlando is only
four-and-a-half hours away.
So I think that is a good distance.
MD: You are only a junior;
what do you feel has been
your biggest accomplishment
atUCF?
TA: I think the fact that I
have improved from my
freshman year to sophomore
year. That and the team has
improved each year too.
MD: You were picked ''A.Sun preseason Player of the
Year." At the beginning of the
season you had some strugg1es, did you feel like the
pressure of the conference
was on your shoulders going

JAN SVOBODA I CENTRALFlORIDA FUTURE
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Junior guard Takira Allen leads the women's squad with a .545 field goal percentage.

against teams like Purdue
and Georgia Tech?
TA: Not really, but coach
would make the point that
there is a bull's-eye on our
back. Not only with that pick,
but where the team was
picked as well. I try not to let
that pressure get to me, and
my teammates did a good job
of helping me with that.

would have the honor of. playing the leading role?
TA: That's a tough question. Angela Bassett. I
thought we said we were
doing the easy questions
today.
MD: My favorite Coach
Striegler saying is ...
TA: 'jiminy Crickets."
Sorry; I can't help but laugh.

MD: Let's say that you

had access to a time travel
machine and that you could
go back and meet anyone.
Who would you go back and
meet? .
TA: Harriet Tubman.
MD: How about someone
living? Who would you trade
·places with if you could?
TA: Bill Gates.
MD: If they made a movie
about Takira Allen, who
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The Knights opened a 54-40
spread to start the second
stanza with a 25-12 spurt.
Foiward Takira Allen capped
Cont.
Overall
the run with a lay-up. Allen
w l
w l
Team
would finish with 15 points.
Georgia State
s 0 8 4
"We did a lot better job of
Belmont ·
4 0
6 s
executing in the second half,"
4 1
6 6
Mercer
Striegler said. "But there is still
4 2
s 8
UCF
a lot of work for us to do."
Stetson
3 2
s 7
FAU (2-11; 1-5 A-Sun) would
Lipscomb
2 2
s 7
chip away, and cut the margin
Troy State
2 2
3 8
Campbell
1 3
3 7
down to 74-65 with 1:45 left to
Fl9rida Atlantic
1 s
2 11
go, on a free throw behind for0 4
. 0 10
Gardner-Webb
ward Trineca McCloud. But
Jacksonville
0 s
2 10
that was as close as Florida
Atlantic would get.
"Give credit to Chancellor's Ali Roberts contributed 15
squad," Striegler said. "They while guard LaShay King postforced us to play the entire · ed a career-high 11 points.
"Our guards were able to hit
game, and cover the entire
court."
the outside shot tonight,"
Five UCF players scored in Striegler said. "It will be scary
double figures, led by guard if we can put together an entire
Celeste Hudson with 18 points 40 minutes."
and 10 rebounds, the team's
UCF goes back on the road
first double-double perform- to take on Gardner-Webb this
ance of the season.
Saturday in Boiling Springs at
Smith pumped home a the Lutz-Yelton Convocation
career-high 16 points. Foiward Center. Tip-off is set for 6 p.m.
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MD: I saw you wearing a
Drew Bledsoe jersey at one
of the men's games earlier
this season. Did you lose a
bet, or are you a big Buffalo
Bills fan?
TA: Neither. I just like the
colors.
MD:Thatwilljustabout
do it, but as always, I'll see
you soon. Good luck the rest
of the season. Thanks for
your time.

Allen, Roberts score 15 each
FROM

Sa:tJ..ftcla
~OJ:>4 "{_JCE.

Women's notebook
Scouting Gardner-Webb .
Not only are the Bulldogs
looking for their first conference
win of the season, but GardnerWebb (0-10; 0-4 A-Sun) is looking
for its first overall victory as
well.
GWU is coming off a 60-50
defeat at the hands of Troy State
at home. Foiward Christy
Guzman tallied her first doubledouble of the season with 12
points and 15 rebounds.
Guards Sequenta Blackmen
and Casey Collins lead the
Bulldogs. Blackmen is scoring
14.5 points per contest and is
averaging a team-high 5. 7
rebounds per game while Collins
is posting 10.2 on the scoreboard
per game.
Last year UCF defeated
Gardner-Webb 74-60 in the only
meeting between the two
schools. Foiward Adrienne
Billings scored 12 points and
pulled down 11 rebounds.
GWU is 0-5 at home this season while UCF is 3-2 on the road.

Around the Atlantic Sun
. Most of the squads in the conference had the early part of the
week off, but this weekend the
action will kick back into full
swing. There are a lot of mar-/
quee match-ups that will continue to shape out how this season
will unfold,

Game of the weekend
Belmcmt at Georgia State
(Saturday)
As of right now, both schools

have unblemished conference
records, but that could change
due to Thursday's action. The
Bruins have the tougher of the
two match-ups as they will take
on Mercer, but that is not to say
that Georgia State will have a
cakewalk with Lipscomb. Will
there be anyone remaining
unbeaten after the weekend?
Who WBJits to tfke the upper
lu!iud going into i6idseason?

,

Consider the·s e gradu~te study
opportunities.
Counselor Education (MA, MEd, PhD)
Train to be a counselor in state-of-the-art
facilities of a program that holds the prestigious
endorsement of the Council on Accreditation of
·Counseling and Related Education Progr~ms
(CACREP).
Criminal Justice (MS)
1
Explore the complex and chang ing world of
· criminal justice to prepare for an· exciting career or
for doctoral study.
Applied Experimental and Human Factors
Psychology (PhD)
Study exciting areas that focus on the interaction
between humans and the environment with worldrenowned faculty in this nationally leading program
accredited by the Human Factors and Ergonomics
Society.

'\

Industrial Engineering and Management Systems
(MSIE, MS, PhD)
Focus on the design and improvement of systems,
products and processes in one of the ten largest IEMS
departments in the nation.
Nursing (MSN, PhD)
Prepare as an advanced nurse practitioner to be a
leader and manager in a variety of health care settings
in a program accredited by the National League for
Nursing Accrediting Commission (NLNAC):
Political Science (MA)
Choose a track in political analysis, public policy, or
environmental politics and prepare for a career
requiring the ability to comprehend, influence and
respond to government policy, or prepare for
doctoral study.

maj r dv
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Visit our web site for more information.

www.graduate. ucf.edu

Whatever your
interests, UCF
offers a
graduate
program that
will meet your
needs and launch
your career.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLoRulA.
GRAJ>U/\TB STUDIES
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100
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150
175
200
225
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275
300
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Help WIBlted:General
Help WIBlted: SaleslMarlretin
HelpWIBlted:Part·T111e
Help Wanted: Ful-Time
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
ForSale:Automotive
For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1·800·965·6520 ext 107..
Roadhouse Grill
Restaurant.Hourly Interviews
Interviewing for servers, bartenders,
hosts, cooks & bussers in the Downtown
Orlando area. Conducting on the spot
interviews @Roadhouse Grill 2881 S.
Orange Ave. anytime Mon.·Thurs. 2·5pm
(No Appl. Nee.). Ask for mgr. on duty.
Directions 407-481-2991.
Two movie tickets ...free. Telling her
how you feel creatively...$6. Not
having to worry about Valentine's Day
this year...priceless! Place a Valentine's
classified in the Feb. 12 issue of the
Future by calling (407) 447-4555.

400 Senia!s
450 Retail
500 Events:Campus
525 Events: Cireek Life

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

· Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: clSBrsifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. lssue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

550 Events:Off<ampus
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous

3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

900 Wanted
999 lost & Found

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin
in Maine. If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, and make lifelong friends, then
look no further. Camp Mataponi, a
residential girls camp in Maine, has
male/female summertime openings for
Land Sports, Waterfront (small crafts,
skiing, life guarding, WSI, boat drivers),
Ropes Course, Tennis, H.B. Riding, Arts
& Crafts, Theater, Archery, Gymnastics,
Dance, Photography, Group Leaders &
more. Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED
1/27. Call us today toll free at
1·B88·684·2267 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.

Actresses I Models

College level chemistry tutor needed
1 day per week. Graduate student
·
preferred. Pay negotiable. ·
Call Sandy at 407·293·5022.

Attractive females wanted for video.
18+ Call 407-384·9313.
Ask for Ben.

Bartending Training Provided.
1·800-293-3985 ext. 602

Photographers
Life is short. Love your job. Join the
Flash Fote team as a PIT staff
photographer to earn extra cash working
nights and weekends. Photo
exp. a plus, but not required. A customer·
focused attitude, reliablility, and your own
transportation are absolute musts.
Apply now before it's too late!
Call Zach at (407) 492-8774 after 7 p.m.
Cashier Needed. Will work around
school schedule. Magic Suds Car Wash.
Apply within. 7050 Aloma Ave.
407·681·9274.
Test Prep Instructors Needed
UCF Continuing Education is looking for
test preparation instructors
for GRE, ·GMAT and LSAT. Applicants
should be very knowledgeable in
algebra with instructional and
standardized test experience. LSAT
applicants should have LSAT, law school
and law experience.
Email resumes to: conted @mail.ucf.edu

$250 a day potential

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls Poland,
Maine. Noted for .picturesque lakefront
locations and exceptional facilities.
Mid-June thru mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions in tennis, baseball,
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, flag
football, roller hockey, field hockey,
swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper,
photography, video, woodworking,
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts, silver
jewlery, copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theatre, costumer,
piano accompanist, music intrumentalist,
backpacking, rock climbing,
canoeing/kayaking, ropes course,
secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo at
800·250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
800-957-4347. Or apply online @ www.takajo.com or www.tripplakecamp.com

·-·----·--·--··...........-----------------I
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Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp.
necessary. Energetic people with
positive attitudes. Only 15 min. from
UCF. Come in between 10 and 2: The
Briarpatch Restaurant 252 Park Ave N.
Call 407· 628·8651.
Valet Parking · Positions starting at
$9 • $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Testing An
lnvestigational Vaccine Against Smallpox. ·

Actors/Models
For movies, TV, Film, Catalogues,
newborn to senior, Model and Talent
Bureau auditions. Jan 18, 19 in Altamonte
Springs/Kissimmee/Orlando. $34.50
refundable if you do not qualify.
519-249-0700 or www.mtb1993.com

To participate in this research study the following must apply:
·o No history or presence of eczema or .skin problems
o No immune disorders.
o No contact with children one year old and younger
o Willing to make all study visits and complete a diary after
vaccination

~

$15/Wk
$14/wk

$10/wk

S11!DJ!NI'
$6/wk

$9/wk

$5/Wk

$13/Wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

$&t'wk

$4/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

$1.lwk

2 IMues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

WEB FIRM SEEKING ENTREPRENEURS
TO EXPAND BUSINESS INTO ORLANDO
AREA. NIGHTLIFE AFFILIATION A
' PLUS. EMAIL
rob@pulseadvertising.com
OR CALL 352-377-7194 TODAY.

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/wk for e~h additional line.

l 0 -15 .hours per week.
Inbound/outbound sales calls.
Commission based.
E-mail sales@UCFnews.com
w/resume.
Fresh Produce Sportswear
a natl women's an children's clothing
company has a PT evening/weekend
and seasonal career opportunities for
fun, energetic retail professionals at
our Universal City Walk location. Join
our family atmosphere & earn
excellent wages and discounts. Call
Heather at 407-363-9363 for an
appt. or fax your resume to
407·363-1694.

Phone Sales.
M · F 5:30 · 10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6·11/hr plus bonuses. Very relaxed
environment. Call for interview or leave
msg. 407-677-4560.
Administrative Assistant
Required clerical experience, MS Excel,
flexible hours available, located near
campus. Fax resume to 407-823-3101 .
Outgoing personality needed. 5 mins.
from UCF. Telemarketer/Appointment
Setter. Part time/evening. Phone exp. a
plus! Base Pay w/ bonus program. Call
Linette 407·359·9501 ext. 209. Mon-Fri.
Create your online travel agency. Save
up _to $70% in travel expenses, travel
and make money. $2,000 monthly. Call
· Chandra 407-438-3905 or
email: fomeheart75@aol.com
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131.

CHEER!!!

1Need High Tech Selling Experience?
Get real world sales/marketing exp. from
proven s.oftware sales pros. PT-FT.
$10/hr. +bonuses. Fax resume to
TransAct Marketing @ 407-644-9696 or
email: info @transactmarketing.com.

Compensation is paid for time and travel

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878 '
Orlando Clinica·
- I Research Center
4401 5. Orange Ave., Ste.108
www.ocrc.net

$1/wk

On site maintenance/manager for an
apartment complex 3 blocks from UCF.
Must be knowledgeable in plumbing,
electric & carpentry. Free 2 bedroom apt
plus hourly rate. Call Oak Tree Apt. at
321-229-1426 and ask for Amber.

Collector Position open in the Kosmas
Group International. Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 nmeshare Experience
Able to work Flexible hours- 2 nights a
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spiff.
Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 34
Fax# 407-275-0431

Smallpox
Vaccine
Study

AD RATES

lllUP MNl1ID

Phone Sales
Experelnced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.·Fri.
$350 base + comm. Gas & med .
insurance. Call Nick 407·296· 0430.

.

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at407-447·4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

PT Cheerleading Instructor to work with
children. Thursday and Friday evenings.
Must have own transportation. Great pay!
Call Kristen @ 1·866-273-2292.

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Permanent PT positions at
Winter Park office. Mostly evening hours
5·9 pm. Occasional 9 am-1 pm. About
12-20 hours/ wk. Flex. sched. as your
sched. changes. Starting $7-7.50
depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only
Call Oonna at 407-671 -7143.
I

II

Server needed. 15-20hrs. $6/hr + tips.
Falafel Cafe. Across from campus. 1 YR.
exp. req. Apply within 12140 Collegiate
Way #175. For info please call
407-701-0069 anytime.

"
tt
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. Oral Historian Needed
Journalism, Creative Writing, History or
English major pref. $10/hr. 412-901-1614
or email reneedolney@yahoo.com

Nurse Practioner
Full-time with excellent salary and
benefits for a busy cardiology practice
located in Orlando. NurS'e practioner will
rdund at local hospitals with physicians.
407-351-5384 x 3809 or fax
407·843·2109.

Civil Engineer
Position avail. for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercial projects.
Responsibilities will incl.: drainage ·and
utility design, permit coordination and
client contact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates at 407-740-7900,

Structural Engineer
Position avail. for ebtry level structural
engineer. BFE Degree req. Typical
projects incl.: commercial, institutional,
residential and recreational facilities.
Please fax resume to HB Associates at
407-740-7900.

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407·628·3844.
Recreational and Parks Department
Customer service attendant. Must be
avail. nights and weekends. Must have
valid florida driver's license and be at
least 18 years old. Will work 15 -.30 hrs.
per week. Starting at $7/hr. Application
avail. at Oviedo City Hall, Personnel
Dept, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo FL
32765. Resumes are not accepted
without a completed applicatibn.
EOE·M/F/ DN· Drug Free Workplace
Marketing Assistants Needed.
For rnore info call Elizabeth.
407-489-1324.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $695 to $1295.
Call 407·629·6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
Room for rent in 4/2 house. All util. and
amenities incl. Wireless Internet, min.
from UCF, $415/mo. Call Eric
407-791 ·3723 or email BigE42@aol.com.

v

3 bedroom I 2.5 bath townhouse w/ 2 car
garage and lake view. Located in
Baldwin Park. $1750/mo.
Call 407-466-4046.

"
)
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Do you like•••
• A work location near UCF?
•A casual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
•Great pay?

• SALES & STOCK
• STYLISTS
• ESTHETICIANS
•NAIL TECHS

Then Trader Publishing
is for you!

for our new store in

Now hiring agents to set

W e offer great pay, benefits, & paid training.

photographer appointments

Apply in person at our on site interview s from
JANUARY 12th to 16th, 2004
from 9 AM - 6 PM

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961

.(

ULTA
Salon, Cosmetics & Fragrance
is now hiring

or apply at
3451 Technological Ave., Ste , Orlando, FL 32817.
I

.

ORLANDO, FL

at:
Waterford Lakes Town Center
841 Alafaya Trail
Orlando, Ft

EOE

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING

'

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper rums ·
• $125

...
I

Call Today
407-823-5163

WANTED:

•c

Students To Take
Online Surveys For Money
Get Paid for Your Opinion

Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is a computer l an Intemet COnnection

For More Info, Please Visit

www.SurveysForStudents.com

..

IEO

HOUSE FOR RENT
Back of quiet neighborhood, 5 min from
'f t
UCF,4 bed 2 bath 2 car garage,
waterfront lot,jacuzz! tub, lots of tile, may
upgrades, pets OK. $1500/month.
Call (407) 929-3097
"

Female roommate wanted to share cute
furnished 4/2 house, Living room/den,
kitchen, laundry room, security system.
$275/mo. + utilities. No smoking and no
pets. 407-319-3751.

4bed/2bath w/screened in pool. 5
min. from UCF. Living room, family
room, kitchen. Tiled halls. Brand new
cabinets and plumbing. 2 car garage
, · All appl. incl. Call 407-484-3370.

1 M/F N/S room w/priv. bath in U.House
$451/mo. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's,
and ethernet. Avail. immediately.
Call Amanda at
407-902·9343 or leave message.

~ ~~~~:----~,..----,---~~~~~~

Alafaya I East Wd. Gorgeous 4/2 Newe r
Home on lake. 2 car gar. Safe, tam.
neighg. Vaulted ceil, huge backyrd,
tile, phone/cable ready all
4 rms.ceram.
$1295. Avail now. (407)-579-7590

1 Bedroom avail. Share Bath. $450/mo.
incls. ulils. Cable, W/D. Furn. except
room. Fenced backyard. 3 mins. from
UCF. N/S 21-30 yrs. w/ stable income.
407-448~6576 ask for Eric.

Room for rent in a 3/2 house close to
campus. $450/mo. furn or $400/mo.
unfurn. 1/3 utils. Must be mature, clean
-'
and quiet. Call 407-694-2881.

L THIS SUMMER

Take classes in ALASKA!
www.uaf.edu/summer/cool
Toll free 866·404· 7021

113: FAiReANKKs

1b/1 b immediate opening for M in 4b/4b
at Northgate Lakes, close to UCF.
$470/mo. incl. util., cable, high-speed
Internet, furn. and amen. Avail. through
8/04. Call 407-497-4508 or 407-497-4990

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI ,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
Ail Civil & Criminal Matters.
1 -800-733-5342.

Roses die, the written word doesn't.
Place a Valentine's classified.in
the Feb. 12 issue of the Future
by calling (407) 447-4555.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 362•2726.

M/F Roommate Wanted for a 4/2
House located 2.5 mi. from UCF
House is 4 yrs old/Oviedo/Carrigan Wds
Subdivision. Move in ASAP. Lease &
Amoant N!lg. Call Kevin 407-340-2384.

ALAFAYA WOODS 5 miles N. of UCF
3 BR/2 Bath, LR, Dining Room, Eat-in
Kit, Elec. H/AC, W/D hookups, Double
""' Garage with Remotes. Responsible
students welcome. 407-629-1972.

1 clean roommate needed in furnished
3/2 house one mi. from UCF. Bedroom
unfurnished. No pets. $415/mo. ulil. incl.,
W/D, cable and DSL. Call 321-377-0808
or 407-677-9051.

2bed/2bath off of Dean and Colonial. On

,G,. cul-de-sac. All appliances included. HoI

MOVING SALE!!!
500 Watt Sony Entertainment Center
w/speakers, sub, and stands $200.
21" Magnavox T.V. wNCR $50.
Sony VCR $25. Black light, $15.
Radio Shack T.V. antenna, $1 0.
Must sell! Call Sam at 407-709·5098.

Female roommate needed·4bdrm house
15 min from UCF. House furnished, bprm
not. Flexible lease, $200 deposit
$475/month incl. utils, cable, phone, dsl
intmt, lawn ser. Avail Feb 1st. NO PETS!
Cail Jennifer 407-677-4782 or
407-492-6541.

tub, tile floors, screened patio, pond view
and single car garage. $950/mo.
Call 407-709-2587.
3/2 tile floors, W/D, dishwasher, etc.
Sherwood Forest. Close to school.
Avail. now! Call 407-496-0888.

2 F Roommates wanted. 4/2 home in
quiet neighborhood, 1 mi. from UCF
entrance. Home fully furn. except
bedroom. $450/month includes utilities,
W/D, DSL, & phone. No lease required.
407-830-8775.

Townhouse in Tuskawilla for rent.
,.. 2BD/2 1/2 BA, 2 story, two parking
spaces, a·ll.appliances incl., W/D, newly
painted and carpeted. $750/mo.
Call 407-366-5971 to leave message.
Townhouses 3 min. from UCF.
2bed/2bath for $725/mo. and
3bed/2bath for $850/mo.
Call 407-381-5105.

House to share Alafaya Woods 1O mins.
from UCF. M seeking conscientious,
financially able M/F student. Furn. Prem.
cable. Hi. sp. int. W/D. Nice yard. Roomy
I split fir. plan. $400 + util. 407-532-3194.
1 Master Bedroom/Bath in large house to
share w/ 2 roommates. No smoking, no
pets. Close to UCF. $485 a month plus
utilities. Call 407-312-5583 or
407-681-9289.

r;ioom for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasu s
'
Landing, fully furnished, all util. incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-29·18. Avail. ASAP.

3/2 house 5 min. from UCF. N/S. No
pets. Furnished. Rent incls. util.
phone, DSL, cable, W/D, alarm
s ystem and garage parking. Available
immediately. Call 407-282-6250.

Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette wI
- refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
'nd walk-in closet. Large bath with linen
' closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
Ii dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
~
407-366-2650.

'I

2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
UCF Area: To share 4bd/1.5ba House.
$350/mo. ulil.incl. $200 deposit. W/D, NS
and NP. Call 407-421-1145.
14500 Daring Ave.
Orlando, FL

Coach House Apt in Avalon Park.
Brand new 1 bedrqom. Fully furnished.
~ All utilities included plus basic cable.
~ $800/mo. Cail Carole 407-207-4589.
One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in
special incl. covered parking, free 20"
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player and
Down Comforter. Ail this for just
$515/mo. F only. Call Tessa @
352-551-6728.

Room for rent in large 4/2 house.
$450/mo. inc. all util., high speed
internet, extended cable. Close to UCF.
Dean & University area.
Call 407-678-4322.
Furn. room and bath for rent in 212 condo
on Econ Tr, min. to UCF. Pool, jacuzzi,
basketball, and tennis ct. $550/mo. incl.
all utils., Internet, W/D and long distance.
Call Sandy 407-275-0968.

"" Fully furnished economic efficiency in
Waterford Lakes. Q uiet neigh. 4 min.
from UCF. Comm. pool, tennis,
basketball, etc, $550/mo. 1st. and last.
00 dep. All util. incl. Call 407-758-3939

Female Roommate Wanted for a 412
House. Close to UCF. $425/mo. plus
utils. Move-in ASAP. 6-7 months lease.
Call Kelly 407-925-5849 or
Natalie 941-320-3632.

UCF AREA CONDO FOR RENT
2/2 condo in Hunter's Reserve
Close to UCF. $800/mo. Water and
sewer incl. W/D, scrn porch and lake
view. 1st month rent FREE!!!
Call 407-310-6583

M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 3/2
HOME IN OVIEDO.
$450/MO. INCL. EVERYTHING.
CALL STEFF @. 407-971-9245.

Room for M student in 4/4 apartment at
Pegasus La[lding . Zero deposit,
$490/mo, util. incl. Furn., full kitchen,
W/D, cable, ethernet, pools, fitness
center, etc. Cail 561-789-3560.

Seeking Roommates.
3/2 private home w/ pool. 1O mins from
UC F. $425 per month plus share of utils.
Call 407-363-7885 or 407-970-3114

.}

UCF Area - 211 duplex for rent.
Walking distance from UCF.
W/D hookup/porch/fenced yard. $700/mo
$700 dep. Call Eileen at 407-256-9489.

I

Stunning 2bd/2ba Apt. Wood floors,
new appl., vaulted ceilings, pool, &
tennis. Must See! Open Sun. J an 18,
1 to 4pm, 160 Hunters Reserve,
Unit #204. Call 305-775-2063.

Winter Park 2bd/2ba
$759/mo. NO DEPOSIT. Starting Feb.
W/D hook•ups and bal.cony.
Call 407-484-2734.

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
starting at $450 a month.
Call 321-229-1426.

·Jarand New 2 bc:l/2ba apartment
in luxury, gated community • 1 m i le
from UCF. $970/m o . 1s t mo nth
free. Peace and quiet f or the
discerning collegiat e.
(407) 366-7988.

LOOK
2 rooms avail. In a large house close
~o UCF. Incl. in ground pool, W/D, f u ll
kitchen. $350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-380-8772.
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
i\-3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s, no
·
pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
'

ERIC (407) 619-0022

Room avail. in 2bed/bath apt. 5 min. from
UCF. $350/mo all util incl.
Call Erica at 407-765-2698.

,. f

'

Learn lo fly with an experienced instructor and
corporate pilot. It's affordable, perfectly safe, and
anyone can do il Flexible around your schedule,
and amazing fun! Lessons make a great gift, tool
Call NOW • take your first flight!

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.

3 rms for rent. Townhouse 2 mi. to UCF.
Furn. optional. Remodeled w/ all
amenities, + W/D and community pool.
1/4 mi. to Alafaya near library. $450.00
)for upstairs master, $400.00 ea. for other
2 rms. Or $975.00/ mo. + dep. Takes all
3 rms. Call 407-348-5910 or
email: trose348@aol.com.

'

LEARN TO 1#41/

4/2 Home in quiet neighborhood.
Min. from UCF. Family room, Kitchen
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime,
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382.

1 room avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UCF. M/F. $475/mth. All util.
incl. plus cable modem.
Call Lee 772-528-6347.

239-633-9400.

Rooms for Rent - Waterford Lakes -

a~mates Wanted for 4/3 house w/
I. 3000sq ft beautiful property.
mth + util. Full furnished with
988/cable. UCF students.
407·282-4246 ask tor Ian.

'

BEDROOM SET -.6 pieces, new in boxes,
$450. Call 407-275-0612.
BEDROOM - 7 piece cherry wood sleigh
bed set, brand new, $950.
Call 407-383-0585.

1994 Camaro 3.4 V6. Auto, A/C, ABS,
Airbag, Flowmaster exhaust, 68 k miles.
Excellent condition. $4,400.
407·365-2977.

'93 Green Ford Explorer XLT.
Orig. owner. New stereo, 10-disc
changer. Manual, tow package, running
boards, capt. chairs.130,000 mi.
Interior/exterior good cond. $3600 firm.
407-696-4022.
'93 Acura Legend. Good condition.
Reliable car. Sunroof. CD Player.
Leather seats, power everything.
$4300/obo. Call 321-303-4434.
1987 Toyota MR2. . $2200. 151,000 miles.
Body & engine very good condition; have
all records. 5 speed, AC, CD, American
Racing wheels, aero pkg, moon roof.
Can e-mail pies. Call Jim 727-698-4741.

ACROSS
1 Nolso
6 Cordon_
(master chef)
10 Thunder sound
14 Hawaiian hi
15 Actor O'Neal
16 Comic Johnson
17 Harder to find
18 Messes up
19 Hawkeye S1ate
20 Location of 19A
22 Another st. in
20A
23 MS-_
24 Pulse location
26 Coho or sockeye
30 Mr. Moneybags
32 Mr. T's outfil
33 Principal dancer
37 Motley horse
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Avengers·
62 Like frustrated
needs
63 Measure of
medicine
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1 Cultivate
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3 Conrad's"_
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4 Small storage
building
5 Certain
nobleman's
domain
6 Makes beer
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7 Ancient
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8 Dumbo's wings
9 Shaky
1O Artist's tool
11 wearaway
12 Fighting' battles
13· Like &n unsound
boat
Specializing in Families & Individuals
21 Mighty long
stretch
Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent
25 Shad delicacy
26 New Delhi wrap
Mid-West National Life Insurance Co.of TN
27 At the peak of
28 Wife of Jacob
29 Handle with skill
30 Gymnast
ratzm@bellsouth.net
Comaneci
31 Pond growth
MWIFL0041 · this ad expires on or before 11 /4/04
33 Deflected
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35 Playwright
42 Under
52 Olympian
discussion
Coward
44 _ out a living
36 Aardvark rrreal
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53 Catches rays
38 Washington one 45 Overturn
54
Park trees
· hundred
46 Roundup
41 Hodges of the
47 Fountain drinks 55 On the ocean
56 Actress Jurado
Dodgers
48 Hitches
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LIFE & HEALTH
INSURANCE

407-443-4197
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Please see solutions in next issue - Tues. 1/20

Accent Floral Designs
Friendly service for all occasions. Special
offer on corsages and boutonnieres
10% off!!!. 11768 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817. Call 1-800-995-9122
or visit www.accentfloralorlando.com.
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to any phone in th~ wo rld.

FREE phone service instantly

www.gloknights.com
5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. •
2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701-7432.

Putting it in writing will make up for
all those times you wouldn't hold her
hand in public. Place a Valentine's
classified in the Feb. 12 issue of the
Future by calling (407)447-4555.

'
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Is college too stressful?
Lose Weight Now! OR
Gain energy and mental alertness!
Free samples! 407-365-1627.
www.liveslimnow.com.
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. SCUBA DIVERS WANTED. lf_you have
a SCUBA license and are trying to find
people to go with or are in the process of
getting your license call Amanda at
407-882-4153 or email at
lemonade_amanda@hotmail.com.
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Huge blowout sale .
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% off non-closeout items w/ad.
WWW.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636

••
••
I
I
I
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UCF Butokukan
Art, Sport & Self-Defense, on campus
close to 20 years and still growing!
Coed beginners classes now forming,
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
M & W 7-9, in the Ed Bldg's Secondary
Gym, Rm 174.
Call 362-2492 for info or visit
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams/
Open House, Wednesday,
1/21 @ 8:00 PM.
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!I DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !I
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified* and beats
most independent shop rates!
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2bed/2bath townhouse 3 min. from UCF.
$72,000. Mortgage payment as low as
$5521mo. Call 407-833-8199.

e xc l~ ln g ~h l ngs

I

are happening@

••

www.statravel.com
,
I

3bed/2bath home located 1/2 mile from
UCF. House features formal DR,
separate LR, and family room. Large
kitchen, fenced backyard, W/D inside, 2
car garage, 1500 sq.ft. Great investment
home. Reiners in home until 5-31-04.
$149K. Call Julie @407-616-5132.

onL1ne )) on TH E PHOnE )) on CIHJ1 PU/ )) on

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island at one of ten resorts (your choice).

1bd/1 ba in 3bd/3ba apartment at
VIiiage at Science Dr. New carpet,
very clean , utll. inc l., and furn.
$510/mo. No move-in f ees!!! Avail.
ASAPlll Call Ke ila @ 407-313-0205
or 727-847· 5999.

Coed talks forty hours without break!
voiceglo
talk.talk.talk.talk.talk ...
to any phone in the world. '
· www.voiceglo.com

2 bed/2 bath at Jefferson Commons.
Avail. Dec thru Aug 2004 Fully furn.
Utils. incl. $560/mo. No move-in fees.
Call 407-616-1622 or
mydeerwatsun@ aol.com.

Let an award-winning writer, director
and producer mentor your projects from
FADE IN to FADE OUT. $25/hr. Private
instruction. Contact Edward Jordon at
(407) 788-0059. Check my credentials
on the Internet Movie Database
http://us.imdb.com/name/nm0430261 /

Huge one bed/bath of 4/4 at Jefferson
Lofts. All utilities and w/d incl. Avail.
Immediately! 580/m 1st mon paid. call
321 ·626·2238.

Drowning In Debt?
Local nonprofit agency can help stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce monthly payments by up -to 50%,
consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NON-·
JUDGEMENTAL counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.203

BEST ONLINE SHOPPING MALLS
www.jrfigueroa.biz
www.compelectro.com

Florida Dating O nline for Singles at UCF
Create a FREE Profile FREE searches.
Mention you are a UCF sJudent and
receive free 30 day membership.
Try us @ www.floridadatingonline.com

1 M/F for 212 at Pegasus Landing.
Furn, $495/mo incl util, cable 3 HBOs,
big TV, local phone & VM, hi-speed intnt,
FS, W/D. $0 fees. 1st mo. free. Avail.
ASAP. Contact Emily 407-758-9997.

laundry and pool. Furn. room, utll.
Incl. $425/mo. Call 407-737-2871 .

BED- Brand New double-sided plush
queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can
deliver, $250. Call 407-275-7626

Seeking 1 Female Roommate for 4/2 apt..
in Jefferson Lofts. $518/month, utiliities,
cable, fast-speed internet included . Move
in when you're ready (now-summer).
Call (305)479-9510.

1/1 furnished in 4/4 Boardwalk Apt. next
to UCF. Male. 1st floor. Pool.
Appliances. Avail. Now. Will Discount.
Call Kathy at 858-756-0971 .

Mina. from UCF. Prof. couple seeks 2
If. F to share 4br, 2.5 bath home w/

BED - Full size mattress set, new, with
warranty, $85. Call 407-275-0935

Teaching pro: Jeff Goorland offering
hitting sessions, private and
semi-private lessons. Flexible hours.
Call for prices 8 13-503-5484.

1/1 avail. in 3/3 apt. at Pegasus Landing.
Fully furn., incl. all utils., cable, and W/D.
$475/mo. Avail. Immediately! Call
407-362-3625 or 407-694-2535.

Roommate wanted to share 3bd house.10 mlns. from UCF. Own bath, W/D,
prem. cable, high speed internet,
yard, grill & garage. $425/mo. Jncls.
utlls. No Deposit. Call 407-421-2397.

Brand New Gas Powered Scooter from
Christmas. Never been used. $250.
Call 407-702-4043.

Jan. Sublease in Boardwalk Apts.
Min. to UCF!!! $485/mo. 1st mo. free.
Fully furn., water, electric and cable incl.
Shuttle service. Call 407-737-2732.

1 bedroom/1 bath. Pegasus Point, Fully
furn, water, electric, phone, internet
included . No move-in fees.
Move-in ASAP. 407-926-5550.

Crossword

Screenwriters!.

APPalacllla Tl'avel

1·800·861·5018

www.Babamasun.com

We'll beat amr Package Price!

Christian singers: Join our choir
mission trip t o Japan 5/31-6/14/04.
Praise & worship, and black gospel.
We'll help you raise yo ur support.
407-273-4454
www.MissionToJapan.org
. CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Past o r: B ishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select • UCF
Sunday Wors hip Service @11 a.m .
Wednesday Bible St udy @ 7 p.m.
www.blsho p lc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"
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Say goodbye to your phone! voiceglo .
talk. talk. talk. talk. talk ...
to any phone in the world.
www.voiceglo .com

II

II

Term Paper Help 24/7
Paperexperts.com will help you with
writing, editing or college applications.
All subjects/all levels.
Toll free 1-888-774-9994 or
paperexperts.com to place your order.
Say nothing for less! voiceglo
talk.talk.talk.talk.talk ...
to any phone in the world.
www.voiceglo.com
ONLINE TUTORING
Live or Download.
Engineering, EITPE, Math, Physics.
Problem-solving courses, Test preps.
FREE demo, FREE trial period.
www.ensys.net or call 1.800.499.5941 .
Phone bills.got you bummed? voiceglo
talk.talk.talk.talk.talk ...
to any phone in the world.
www.voicegl,aom
I

Simple worship for hectic times.

..
•
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Orthodox Presbyteri an Church
II!

www.refopc.org • 407-6 7-8926 • Downtown Oviedo
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JUNCA DENTAL
& ASSOCIATES
)

Your Smile is Our Specialtyl

)

ORLANDO
2881 · South Bumby Ave.
(407) 895-5433

EAST ORLANDO ·/ WATERFORD
12780 Waterford·Lakes Pkwy.
(~07) 382-6455
Cosmetic Dentistry

www.iuncadental.com
-- -·--- -... - ----.-..
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SPECIAL OFFER
$155 (a $200 value)
00150
00210
0 1 110
0 3 961

Oral Exam
.
All necessary X-ray's
Cleaning (prophylaxis)
Bleachi.n g

EANS
SHlR'tS

SHORTS

,,,~

JAC
SW ATER'
BELT

R ACCESSORIES
JEWE~R! .

~

HATS '·
PURSES

~
~

SHOES & BOOTS .
' CDs
BOOKS
LAVA LAMPS
~"
•
•
AND MUCH MORE!
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PLATeS
-------11!>

· t·

7677 Sot.,1th Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando, FL 32809 -<~
407-855-9950 • platoscloset.com .
~ ,

•

- ·-- ~-~ ··--·

.

CLC.~SET

1

(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, New patients only.)

~ - ----

Empty your closet, fill your wallet. Sell us
.~
your cool stuff and get cash on the spot.
At Plato's Closet®we buy and sell gently
used t;>rand name teen clothing and
accessories. Calculus shoul.d be this easy! • ':ii

Walk Ins welcome!

----------------!i:>l'

ELIZABETHFERNANDEZ the indie

Vintage art

)

Van Sant

Virgins .

Boom art's retro-custom painting will astound you,
I
or at least make you wonder how one could fit
Superman. o.nto a blender.

The film maker's
controversial Elephant
is No. 5 on the indie's
top ten films of 2003.

To keep or not to keep?

SEE MISCELLANEOUS, i 8

SEE MOVIES, i 6

SEE MISCELLANEOUS, i 8

Virginity is the subject
of the indie's, uh ...
virgin sex & love
column.

...........................

our source for arts & entertainment - on
and off cant us
----~lllQ

Exposing the dar. real'
of UCF's secret rooms
•
SEAN HUNTING
Asst.lndie Editor

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ I the lndle

'IN THIS ISSUE ••••
We're not sure what
prompted this week's cover
feature, but we were
infatuated with the idea of
exploration. Perhaps it was
that amazing Indiana Jones
box set that came out late last
year; after all, seeing
Harrison Ford in letterbox
can have that effect on
people. Maybe it was that
copy of Risk the indie staff
received from Santa Claus.
We haven't been able to pull
away from the game
recommended by four out of
five geeks nationwide, often
sacrificing quality journalism
at the sake of staking a claim
to the Ukraine. But whatever
the reason, we wanted to
stake claim to places of our
own. We wanted our
Ukraines, if you will.
But mueh to our chagrin,
most of the areas around
UCF had already been
discovered. We didn't have ·
the gas to go much further
than, uh ... Oviedo, and,
though we left for the
exploration in early
afternoon, we wanted to be
home for the Simpsons
reruns, restricting the pool of
explorability even further. We
were about to decide
exploring was kinda lame,
and we'd rather get a sixpack, watch those Indiana
Jones widescreens and live
vicariously through Harrison,
when a lightbulb appeared
over our collective head. We
stared at the lightbulb,
confused and a bit frightened,
since to our knowledge
objects did not materialize
out of nothing and defy
gravity. However, since we all

sold back our physics books
for the price of a single used
CD apiece, we couldn't look
up this information. Luckily, it
was then that Sean Hunting
got a brilliant idea and took
the focus off the hovering
lightbulb: Why venture
outside of UCF when there
are plenty of undiscovered
places conveniently awaiting
us in our favorite school?
Just like that, a cover
story was conceived and our
exploration thirsts quenched.
Being the prima donnas we
are, ·however, we refused to
run the risk ofidirtying up our
clothes in the rugged terrain,
so we called upon Dodger
drummer Miguel Miranda,
who was busy rocking hard at
the time. He shared our
passion for discovering new
lands, so he agreed to be our
fake guide on this excitin~
new journey. In return, he
made us interview his band.
What he didn't expect is that
we'd get completely wasted
and ask them questions as
unrelated to their music as
possible. But that's just the
Indieway.
We found out first-hand
the bevy of exciting secret
places lurking in UCF's
honored halls, and we're
proud to bring yoll' the
results. We plan to continue
exploring new lands (next
stop: Bithlo) whenever we're
desperate for a cover story ...
uh,Imean,wheneverthe
fires of exploration burn deep
inside our ... oh, screw it. I'm
gonna go back to attacking
Iceland.
- John Thomason, Editar
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It's tough being an adventurer in the
21st century. There aren't many golden
idols lying around dusty tombs, just waiting to be grabbed by a daring explorer. •
Neither are there too many relics of biblical proportions just waiting to melt the
face off somebody who doesn 't understand their power. We don't even have t
Nazis to fight anymore. In fact there
are very few options for people who
want to live their lives with a whip in •
one hand and a beautiful girl hanging
on their shoulder.
You know, unless you are into
that kind of thing.
•
The indie however, found a
couple places on campus that
needed some exploring. As a matter of fact, we discovered several •
places the student body is
banned from. This is our school.
We pay for it. There shouldn't •
be any doors clos~d off to us..
This was a time for action, so
we asked one of Centr1;1l
Florida's resident adventur- •
ers to show us around the
places on campus we aren1t
allowed to go.
,.
Meet Canada Graham, the
illegitimate grandson of one of
the world's most famous archaeologists/adventurers. "That's ..
not my real name," explained
Graham, "but I liked what my
grandpa did with changing his
name to a state. So I did the *'
same thing." He wasn't the
brightest idol in the temple, but
he had what we needed. He was ~
equipped with a whip, he wore .a
1 dusty leather coaj, and most
importantly he worked for free.
We started our little ii
adventure when our guide pulled
out an old campus map. The
edges were stained with ash, and
there were several big red "X" •
· marks on it. He pointed to on¢,
and we were on our way.
Our first stop was the fifth ,~
floor of the Math and Physics
building. Although the floor itself
isn't exactly off limits to anybody,
it is still an interesting place to •
explore. First of all, it's an
incredibly tiny floor. It's more like
the fourth-and-a-half floor than it
is the fifth. There are really low ..,,
ceilingt; and a tiny, metal halfdoor that leads to the roof.
Canada Graham tried the handle, ,.
but to no avail. "It's all right," he said with
a false grin, "I probably would have
bumped my head if I tried to go
through that badboy any- 1&
ways."
On the other side
of the hall was a door •
leading
to
what
seemed to be a boiler
room. That door was also
locked. Though he tried •
really hard, Graham couldn't open that either. "Darn, I
bet if we got in there, I would
have found something really •
cool. I bet it looks just like the
Temple of Doom, with. slave labor
and voodoo and stuff. I might have ,
finally been able to eat monkey
brains!"
Hiding
his
disappointment,
Graham led us to the next location - the •
library. "A while back I noticed the stairwells were closed off towards the top. I bet
there is a secret up there." So we trekked
the few hundred feet of dangerous campus ~
terrain to see just what those shifty librarians were hiding from us. We took an elevator to the fifth floor and started looking •
around.
·
It was mere moments before we
noticed a huge cage blocking off the next
set of stairs goiµg up. Graham looked at it •
for a second, then went to work. He pUned
out his whip and started striking the lock. I
soon noticed that his so-called "trusty bullwhip" was nothing more than a children's '
toy that you could buy for ten bucks at KB.
He was less than successful. Graham then
started to climb the cage, thinking he could •
make it through the very tiny opening at the
top. Eventually, he fell of the cage and hit
his head. "What do they have in there? A
dinosaur?" he exclaimed as he put his •
bad fedora back on.
Although completely disappointed
by his lack of success in exploring the •
dark underbelly of the school, he was
very happy to find a hidden "Special
Collection" behind a fake wall.
Needless to say, it was a long time '
tJ.
'
before we 'were able to convince
).# .~
him to leave that treasure
behind.
:·
>
Eventually we . dragged
..afr
~
him away to our final destination:,,..-0 l. ._.
the infamous fourth· floor of the Stu*t
....,.,.
Union. This is an eniglna that has long beffled the indie staff. We all know there Ji a
fourth floor, and yet everybody seems;to
cover it up. Even the elevators are missing
1
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BiOboard t~p Salbums ...
Outlast. Speakerboxxx/The Love Below 7
ArKia Keys,The Diary Of Alicia Keys
Various Artists, Now 14
Sheryl Crow,The Very Best Of Sheryl Crow
No Doubt,TheSingles 1992-2003

Bill

for the week of J~nuary 15 -January 21 .

New spins
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Statistics

Air

Leave Your Name

Talkie Walkie
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JOHN THOMASON

BRANDON HARDIN

indie Editor

indie Asst Editor

indie rating: 2/5

indie rating: 5/5

)

)

"The songs are all done, and as they go on tape, the
critics click their pens. Comparisons made in names,,
dropped in all boldface," .goes the first verse of "Sing a
Song," the opening track from Statistics' debut fulllength L eave Your Name. Multi-instrumentalist and
Desaparecidos member Denver Dally's lyrics could be a ·
coy crack at lazy rock reviewers' attempts to categorize the band, but Statistics' incomparable yet unmemorable sound may be part of the problem. Though it
avoids an easy pigeonhole, the sound lacks distinction,
trapping Statistics in a self-~efeating vortex .of
anonymity. The guitars slam forcefully for a while
before dropping into twinkly interludes (or vice versa),
occasional syrith beats skitter leisurely in the background and pedestrian relationship lyrics are sung
with a slightly dreamy but nonchalant lilt - in other ·
words, you've all heard this (albeit competent) dynamic before, often in the post-Braid rush of other boring
art-rock bands Jade Tree loves so much. Good ideas
come and· go-"Chairman of the Board" is a lovely
· piano-and-string intermission- but this is much more
unimaginative, restrained, and repetitive than it could
have been.

Thankfully; every once in a while, something_ comes
out of France that doesn't suck. Usually it's food. Eclairs,
french fries and french toast have made me and my taste
buds happy. But that's only one of my five senses. What
about my sense of hearing? That's what the French
group Air is for.
Two of Air's previous albums, 10,000 Hz Legend and
the score for The Virgin Suicides show up in the style of
Talkie Walkie. The record also includes '1\lone in
Kyoto," previously recorded for the Lost in Translation
soundtrack. Don't expect a huge shift from Air's usual 1
musical style in this outing- it's just more of the same.
Thier latest album Talkie Walkie is complacent, smooth,
and trance inducing. This is decidedly not a bad thing.
Once I put it into my CD player, the soft tones eased me
through the stress of ml1ltiple deadlines for this paper;
one song blending into the next until I suddenly looked
up and realized no sound was coming from my stereo.
It's best to think of the album like a chocolate truffle.
It sits warmly in your mouth, slowly melting. You don't
realize it melted away once it's gone; it just seems to
hang in your mouth, lingering pleasantly.
It's like that. But for your ears. And less fattening.

A dodgy band, a

dodgy interview
Local Band Dodger expounds.on Mario,
Zelda, GTA, the Monkee·s and the Man
SEAN HUNTING
indie'Asst Editor

In the spotlight

' Elbow

Cast of Thousands

JOHNTHOMASON
indie Editor

Despite a questionable
Mercury Prize nomination, the
title of Elbow's stone-faced
debut Asleep in the Bcwk could
have indicated the condition of
its listeners. The record was
unable to top its stunning opener ''Any Day Now," and the last
impression I had of my dustcollecting copy of the album
was one of laborious pretension and. unfulfilled potential.
My, what a difference a sophomore record can make.
They've been likened, probably more out of convenience
than ,anything else, to Coldplay
and even Radiohead, but a
more apt comparison would be
to a more rock~based Beta
Band. Throughout Elbow's aus-

nnnn

.

album slips. This record's "We
Asleep in the Back.
·
Suck Young Blood," but without .
"Snooks" presents Elbow at the chilling resonance, is the
indie rating: 4/5 ·
·their most Beta Band-ish, par- · sluggish "Crawling with Idiot."
ticularly in , the rhythmic per- It screams "come pick me up"
picious Cast of Thousands, cussive thumps that usher in faster than Mac MacCaughan.
lyrics are delivered with a simi- the song, but wait - give it This is further proof that more
Jar disaffected cool that is whol- time, and you'll hear lion-roar prog and le.ss rock make Elbow
ly British.
guitars searing at intervals still a dull band, but fortunate!~ this
Criticisms of their first . unexpected after several lis- tendency is kept at a mi.nilnum
album aside; Elbow has proven, tens. Distortion is utilizeq to an on Cast of Thousands. Luckily;
capable of "opening song of .t he even greater effect on "I've Got it's surrounded by such midyear" potential twice in. a row. Your Number," a leisurely bass- tempo pleasantries as "Not a
Cast of Thousands' ope~er driven number more akin , to Job" and "Buttons and Zips,"
"Ribcage". seems to employ; emanati.Jig from a smoky bar at songs that further diluteAsleep
well, a cast of thousands. With 2 a.m. llntil welcome guitars in the Back 's melodramatic air.
gospel-trained backing vocals erode the atmosphere.
Elbow have become masterrising like a Phoenix, this epic
At their most beautifully ful at making rock 'n' roll that
track shares more than a pass- ambiguous, the or.c hestral at its best is both spiritually
ing resemblance to Blur's simi- . instrumentation in "Switching transcendent
unassuminglarly bitter love anthem Off" is able tq ping-pong' ly primal. Even if a cast of thou"Tender." But most notable is between glorious and ominous. sands had to be amassed to
the track's , fuzzier, more It's only when the quintet make this record, the result
garage-based guitars, . forego- denies fu~ entirely that the was worth it.
ing the glacial, distant sheen of

and

Band spotlights are usually
pretty boring.• An interviewer
will generally meet with the
musicians, give some background, ask some obvious
questions and then write a
short piece that offers little or
no new insight on the subject. I
won't say that the indie is better than that, but the least we
could do is be more original.
Our gimmick is I wasn't
allowed to ask. the same tiresome questions. I even decided
to have a video game tournament!with them after the interview. We wanted to be zany. So,
I ·went to the apartment that
lead guitar/vocals Matt Kamm
and drummer Miguel Miranda
of the band Dodger share. I was
greeted .downstairs by Conrad
Winslow (keyboard), who was
playing Tetris 64. The bassist
Phil McCombs couldn't be
there; but the rest of the band
assured me he is rad.
We went :upstairs to, Matt's
room and sometimes Dodger
studio. They shared with me
their early songs and a bag of
Swedish Fish. We began with a
ceremonial breaking of the
doughnut, put on some clasi;;ic
Beach Boys tunes and started
the whacky interview.
If you were to explore the
extended Dodger · Web site
(www.dodgerandfriends.com)
for a time you would notice they
have an affinity for classic
video games like Pitfall and
Frogger. They even have 50 or
60 original Nintendo games. So
I had to ask:
indie: Who would win in a
fight between the Mario
Brothers and Link from Legend
of Zelda? (Note: This debate got
pretty heated; the following are
clips of the argument.)
Miguel: Mario can jump on
people's heads and they die.
You can't beat that.
indie: Well Link has a
sword.
Conrad: I think Mario would
win in a fight, because he has
fireballs. .
Matt: Especially two-on-one.
And µi Mario 3, they had those
raccoon suits.
·
I think they decided the final
answer was it depends on
which version of Z'elda or Mario

they fought in. Either way if you
had the tank from Grand Theft
Auto, they would both lose. -.Several (if not all) members
of Dodger are puge Beatles
fans, so my next line of questioning played on that.
indie: Who's your favorite
member of the Monkees?
Conrad: I think the bassist ·
is the coolest.
indie: Which one was the
bassiSt?
Conrad: I don't remember.
Miguel: I don't know anybody in the Monkees.
Conrad: Which one ripped
off Paul McCartney? He was my
favorite.
Matt was the only one who
could even give the full name of
a Monkee. He said Davy J ones.
Unfortunately; the correct
answer was Mike Nesmith.
indie: You once got in a lot of
trouble because a former member of the band joked that you
guys wer e better than the
Beatles. The Beatles once said
they were "bigger than 'Jesus."
' Where exactly does that put
you?
·
'
Dodger: No comment!
Conrad: Watch out for this
guy, he's the enemy.
indie: We aren't like those
. other newspapers that will
blow you out of context just to
make a good controversial
story. We are just having fun
here tonight. In fact for my last
question ... Describe to me why
the indie is the best publication in 10 words or less.
Matt: The Independent
Journal brings the man down
from the inside ... how many
words do I get? Ten? .
indie: Er, better make it 40.
Matt: OK. The Independent
Journal is the best, because
they are bringing down the
man, from the inside, and they
know how to get away with it.
Most newspapers would be
very careful to say nothing but
good 'things about the band
they are interviewing. We make
sure they say something good
about us. If you want to find out
if Dodger rocks they have a
show Jan. 17 at Will's Pub ($6,
6 p.m.) and another Jan. 29 at
Backbooth ($5, 5 p.m.). You can
find out for yourself.
Personally, I think they rock,
at music and at ~tris 64. I got
totally worked.

Top 5events that will never come to Orlando •••
5.Wynona Ryder Ping-Pring Tournament
4.The Nagano Winter Olympics

3. Convention ofResponsible Urban Developers
2. Agood concert
1. Gig/i: The Musical

Popcorn Movies in the Park
Woody Allen's Sleeper
Jan. 15, 7 p.m., free
Central Park, Wmter Park
North Park Ave. and West Morse Blvd.

Broken Speech Poetry Slam
Jan. 15, 9 p.m., no cover
Stardust Video and Coffee
1842 E. Wmter Park Road
407-623-3393

Phantom ofthe Opera
,

Jan. 15 to Feb. 1, $26 to $67
Carr Performing Arts Centre
401 W. Livingston St.
Call for show times
407-84g...2020

I Love You, Youle Perfect, Now Change
Jan. 16 to Feb. 14, $25 to $28
Wmter Park Playhouse
711-B Orange Ave.
Call for show times
407-645-0145

Janie!- The Musical

What the Butler Saw

Jan. 16 to Jan. 18, $10
2113 N. Orange Ave.
Call for show times
407-841-0083

UCF Theatre is putting on a production
of Joe Orton's liVhat the Butler Saw starting Jan. 15 and rullning until Jan. 25 in the
UCF Theatre Stage 1.
The play focuses on the Prentices, a couple who has more problems than the Middle
East Road Map. Dr. Prentice is a psychiatrist who runs a hospital under the belief ·
that the best way to interview women for a
job is to seduce them.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Prentice is a nymphomaniac seduced by a hotel bellhop -:- or is
she the one doing the seducing?
Enter the ·state inspector, who comes to
check out the hospital.
Hilarity ensues as the psychiatrist and
his wife try to hide their risque activities
from each other and from the prying inspector.
Call the UCF Theatre for showtimes at
407-823-1500. Tickets are $6 to $10.

Valencia Film Festival (showcasing a
variety of shorts and features
produced by Valencia students)

•

CAMPUS

•

Jan. 16, 7:30 p.m., $5
UCF Multipurpose Room

pletely , in English, tells the scenes that the true pain and
story of how the hideously brilliance of the Phantom is
deformed Phantom falls madly revealed. In a quick turn, the
in love with an innocent, young audience is back in the light of
soprano named Christine. the Paris Opera House, which
Lurking deep beneath the exudes an old-world charm
stage of the Paris Opera and is oomplete with lavish
House, the Phantom creates costumes and fantastical
DANADELAPI
beautiful music and fosters scenery.
Staff Writer
Christine to become a star. But
Amid the glorious set, a
The Bob Carr Performing when Christine's true love, sensational cast belts out the
Arts Centre has never looked Raoul, returns, she abandons infamous words of Webber's
this looming and dark before. the Phantom and tragedy opera symphony. Brad Little
Groomed in the fashion of a strikes. From his candlelit and Rebecca Pitcher lead the
19th century Parisia,n opera underground lair, the Phantom 36-member cast as the
house, the theater lies sleeping exercises a reign of terror over Phantom and Christine. The
beneath a glowing candlelight. all those in the opera house, Broadway veterans perform
BANG! The stage e:iplodes resorting to murder to get with g1eaming musical talent,
into light and a magnificent Christine back. But just when telling the passionate story
chandelier is raised above the the plot is consumed with through song. Even with the
audience. The organs play drama, expect a little comic operatic theme, the music
those famous chords. The relief from Monsieurs Firmin · appeals to a vast audience who
Phantom of the Opera is here. and Andre, the dynamic duo continually offer up multitudes
$m;iTrust Broadway in who own the opera house:
of praise and appreciation.
Orlando hosts Andrew Lloyd
The story of love, romance, Phantom is a must-see love
Webber's Phantom of the tragedy and pain is heightened story for. anyone who can
Opem through Feb. 1. But it is by Andrew Lloyd Webber's appreciate the theater, but be
not the 15 years it has been beautiful music and the exqui- advised-some of the scenes
running or· the 17 prestigious site set design of Maria may be. a bit harsh for chilawards it has won that makes Bjornson. While Christine dren.
Phantom a must-see play. The sings to her ''Angel of Music,"
Performances are scheddramatic story of a masked the audience is transported to uled to play Tuesday through
composer's torrid love triangle . the gloomy; underground home Sunday at 8 p.m., with matiand reign of terror sends shiv- of the Phantom, exhibiting nees on Saturday and Sunday
ers down the spines of all who what is probably the most bril- at 2 p.m. Tickets for Phantom
watch.
liant set design in the entire of the Opera are available by
Even after more than 50,000 play. Beyond a lake illmninated calling
the
SunTrust
performances
world-wide, . by 141 candles is the Broadway in Orlando Box
Phantom still continues · to Phantom's lair, blanketed by a Office at (407) 839-3900. Order
capture the hearts of those thick layer of mist that uses tickets online at www.ticketwho even claim they don't like 550 pounds of dry ice in each master.com. Ticket price:;;
opera. The play; sung com- performance. It is in these range .from $26-$67.

MSC MLK Jr. Celebration
Jan. 21, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., free
Student Union, Key West Room

Jan. 21, 7 p.m., free for UCF students
Natura Coffee & Tea
12078 Collegiate Way
407-482-5000

'

Get Happy at Enzian.

$6.·2 5

GIANT MEATBALL COMBO
(Includes 32oz Drink)

407-679-2448
10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD
On• mil• w•st of UCF C)Orn•r of D•an &
Univ•rsity b•hind ·ois~unt Auto Parts

Jan. 21, 8 p.m., free for UCF students
Student Union, Pegasus Rooms ABC

One Happy Movie, a local documentary
that has received national attention, will be
kicking off a ten-day tour at Enzian
Saturday, Jan. 17 at 11 a.m. Four student
filmmakers from UCF and Full Sail visited 12
states in ten days, asking nearly 400 people
of various ethnicities and ages one simple
question: "What makes you happy?"
Responses range from the traditional
"friends and family" to "Xanax." There's a .
slight chance this could be the worst idea
since that awful Dave Matthews Band
· "Everyday" video. But it's an intriguing
premise, and more than likely it will pay off.
In our current political climate, we could all
use some happiness, and the film is certainly a lighter counter-point to Enzian's spotlight picture, the exhausting21 Grams. Even
at its worst, between One Happy Movie and
this weekend's derivative studio openings
like Along Came Polly and Torque, it's no
question which film is most worth seeing.

•

BARS

•

Open mic hosted by Real
Jan. 15, 9 p.m., no cover
Underground Bluz - UCF
12261 University Blvd.
407-482-4141

DJ KJ, DJ Jimmy Joslin, DJ Mickey Bono

•

Jan. 16 10 p.m., no cover
Tahu
46 N. Orange Ave.
407-648-8368

.

103 OFF

NEWLY OPENED
Blue Elephant Thai Restaurant
Serving Authentic Thai Cuisine

OPEN 7 DAYS

~~~;a~~~~~~ am - I Opm
3900 Alafaya Trail
(100yds south of Chevron
gas station at corner of
University Blvd)
Tel/Fax 407-380-7200
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Dine In • Take Out • Delivery ~ Catering

J Chevron

Gas

1

I

CHEESE PIZZAS

1

CHEESE PIZZAS

1

100 yards
UCF

Working or studying late - give us a call. 407-380-7200
Pick up a delicious meal on your way home
from work or University.

1

TOPPING & 1 O

:1 $15 • 99 : $13 99 : WINGS(orKNOTS)
& 2 LITER SODA
•

•

1

1
Toppings $1 .50
I Add $1.25 for each I
I additional each pizza I topping - each pizza I

north to Oviedo

(south) Alafaya Trail

407-706-021 7tax 407-706-0256

lunch menu available

r-----------T-----------T-----------·
: 2LARGE :2MEDIUM: ~~E~~~~E:
1

I

•

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo

110
SAT
iopm
SUN 4pmm••9pm

Bl U F EL E~'HANT

-

•

w/UCF ID

.

-.

•

CAB Gnema presents:
Confessions of a Dangerous Mind

.

Duffy's Subs 1..~..~1ltest'0-~~"'q

$2.99

·•

CAB presents: Culture Culinary Series
and Tea Tasting
·

the indie eats

•

(Includes 24 oz Drink/Chips)

•

UCF Swing Dance

Bob Carr hosts
Webber's classic ·
tale of tragic love

GIANT PHILLY COMBO

1

Jan. 16, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., free
Student Union, Key West Room 218C

Timeless Phantom of the Opera still stunning

·'

•

Jan. 17, 18, 19, $5 for nights and $2.50 for
Saturday matinee, 7:30 nightly screenings and
2 p.m. Saturday matinee
Valencia's East Campus Performing Arts
Center, 701 N. Econlockhatchee Trail
407-299-5000

MTV'sMade casting call

.

•

$1 5 95
•

1

:
I

CHEESE PIZZAS
w / ONE TOPPING
&GARLICKNOTS
& 2 LITER SODA

I
:
1
1

SPECIAL

$ • 99 SLICE

I

:
1
1

_$..l ~~~~ _l _~! ~:.?~ _l ~·:0_~~~;2;_°:L:!
------------------------------------·
FAMILY SPECIAL $3.00 OFF $30.00 or MORE:
---------------

ALL MAJOR, CREDIT CAR

CCEPTED •

NO CHECKS PLEASE• NOT

•

1
I

~-----------·-----------+----------4I
1 MEDIUM CHEESE I
2 MEDIUM
I SATURDAY
I
PIZZA w/ONE
TOPPING & 10 · :
WINGSCorKNOTS) 1
& 2 LITER SODA
.1

•

•

'

I
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them
DJ Robby Clark, DJ Ray Rodriguez

Bluebeard (hip-hop)

Jan. 17, 8 p.m., no cover, $8
Southern Nights
375 S. Bumby Ave.
407-898-0424

Blues Open-Jam Night

~

Galactic, The Greyhounds

Jan. 17, 10 p.m., $5
Eye Spy
64 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1559

• The kid who wants to stop
shopping at the mall and start
surfirTg at the beach?

37th Annual Central Florida Boat Show

37WPine~t.

Jan. 22 to Jan. 25, $7
Orange County Convention denter
9800 International Drive
407-298-1167

407-999-2570

Supervillains, Junkie Rush, Skit Dank
Jan. 17, 9 p.m., $7
Back Booth
37 W Pine Street
407-999-2570 .

DJ Sharad, DJ Meat, Natural Mystic, DJ Blind
Jan. 18, 9 p.m., no cover, $5
Antigua
41 W Church St.
407-649-4270

'
Iron and Wine, Holopaw

.

Jan.17, 9 p.m., no cover
Guinevere's
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200·

Jan. 19, 9 p.m., no cover
SKY60
60N. Orange Ave.
407-648-5441
Jan. 19, 9 p.m., $5
Roxy
740 Bennett Road
' 407-898-4004

Jan. 18, 7 p.m., $5, $7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave:
407-898-5070

)

· Or maybe you have a unique
goal of your own!!!

**WE ARE NOT INTERESTED IN
FAME7 SEEKERS, MODELS,
PROFESSIONAL SINGERS,
RAPPERS OR MOVIE STARS. THIS
IS FOR THE FEW, THE AMBITIOUS,
THOSE WHO WANNA GET 'MADE~

Henry Rollins

· Remedy Session, The Shape, Sound the
Alarm, Overdale (rock)
·

Monday Night at the Fights

• Dreaming of being known
as the Big Man on Campus
but no one knows your name?

IF YOU'RE BETWEEN 15 AND
21 AND YOU WANT TO BE
"MADE," TELL US ABOUT IT!
Explain what your goal is, why
you think you can make it, and
why you need MTV to help you
reinvent yourself. ·We'll give you
the tools to pu_rsue your dream·the coach, the trainer, the tutor,
whatever--and you'll do the rest!

Jan. 23, 9 p.m., $10
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419.

Marc with a"c" and the Malk, Bambi
Helicopter, Natalie Weiss (indie)

DJ Jason Bernardino, Matthew Strouse

• Tired of being known for
you moves on the chessboard
and want to take them to the
beach volleyball court?

--~

'. UPCOMl.NG ~\ •.

Jan. 17, 6 p.m., $7
Back Bootl:t

Jan. 18, 9 p.m., no cover; $10
Metropolis
9101 International Drive
407-370-3700

)

Come To the Open Casting Call
The University of Central Florida
Friday, January 16 at 11 am - 2pm
(The Student Union Center - Key West Roorn 21 BC)
ARE YOU:

...

=

Wanna Be on MTV's /1 MADE"

Jan. 21. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., free
OVAL on Orange
29 S. Orange Ave.
407-648-1819

Sueervillains, Green Goblyn Project,
Sp1tvalves

DJ Sandy

).

Jan. 16, 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., free
Crealde School of VISual Art
600 St. Andrews Blvd., Wmter Park
407-671-1886

Jan.17, 10p.m., $5, $7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Jan. 18, 9 p.m., no cover, $10
The Club at Firestone
578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872-0066

=119.00

Queen 149.00
Between Econ. Trail + hwy 417

Pain Principle, 5 Billion Dead, In this Day
· (metal)
·

DJ Prostyle, DJ Nasty ~nd more

l

Full

Digital art show (opening reception)

Jan. 17, 8 p'.m.; $17.50, $19.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Ken Sherry

.)

Mattress + Box Spring Sets .

Aaron Siskand: The Harlem Documents

Jan: 17, 8 p.m., no cover
Austin Coffee and Film
929 W Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Jan. 17, 9 p.m., no cover, $10
Icon
20 E. Central Blvd.
407-649-9496

)

* Futon Sofa w/ Thick Mat 159.00

ART

DJ Sharaz, DJ Yocke

)

9460 E. COLONIAL DR.
407-275-5252 Visa MC

The Antics, Consider This, Scurvy (punk)

Jan. 17~ 9 p.m., no cover, $5
Independent Bar
70 N. Orange Ave.
407-839-6457

'>

FURNITURE 4 LESS

* Computer Desks from 88.00

Jan. 17, 10 p.m., $4
Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

DJ John G, DJ LD

)

Jan. 19, 8 p.m., $5
The Social,
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Delusionaires (rock)

Jan. 17, 9 p.m., no cover
Underground Bluz - Metro
4892 S. Kirkman Road
407-298-5987

')

Mosquitos, Mr. Marley (indie)

Jan. 16, 9 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Jan. 24, 7 p.m., $15
House of Blues
Downtown .Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Stephen Wright
Jan. 27, 8 p.m., $25
Hard Rock Live
f 000 Universal Studios Plaza
407-351-5483

.

SHOWS

,,

Kin9 Django, Cold Spot Eight, West Bound
Tram, Dr. Ring Ding (ska)
Jan. 15, 9 p.m., $6
Back Booth;
37WPine St.
407-999-2570

Spitalfield, Diffuser, Silverstein, Rory, SNMNMNM
Jan. 15, 6 p.m., $7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave. '
407-898-5070"

Gargamel!, lndorphine, Scars of Life,
Loss for Words (metal)
Jan. 16, 8 p.m, $6
Hard Rock Live
1000 Universal Studios Plaza
407-351-5483

Aura, Circle of Scorn, Altered State (rock)

.....

Jan. 16, 9 p.m., $5
The Statiop.
843LeeRoad
407-645-4558

BLOTCHY SKIN
SCARS
!At\ SVOBODA I the indie

SPIDER VIENS

UCF Theatr~ is putting on a priiduction of Joe Orton's What the Butler Saw starting Jan. 15 and running until Jan.25.

1

•
E-mailyour event to editor@theindie.com for indusion in our weekly Happenings calendar.

""

•

-~lDiES~ A:A·~ · c
KAARE ANDREWS
ADAM HUGHES BRANDON PETERSON
BRIAN PULIDO
BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS
PHIL JIMENEZ
DARICK ROBERTSON
JOHN CASSADAY
GREG LAND
AMANDA CONNER
MICHAEL LARK · WALTER SIMONSON
KELSEY SHANNON
CHUCK DIXON
DAVID MACK
BRIAN STELFREEZE
TERRY DODSON
JAMES O'BARR
FRED (PIRO) GALLAGHER (CREATOR OF "THE CROW")
KARL STORY
SKOTTIE YOUNG
CULLY HAMNER
JIMMY PALMIOTTI

MEET CAST MEMBERS FROM:

"LAND OF THE GIANTS"
''THE BWTMASTER''
"LORD OF THE RINGS''
"LEXX''
"LOST IN SPACF.'
''HOUSE OF 1000 CORPSES"
"BEmUUICE''
"STAI WARS"

•
•
•
•
•
•

ttUNDREDS OF GUESTS!
LEADING COMIC PUBLISHERS!
INNOVATIVE PROGRAMMING!
2 CONTINUOUS ANIME ROOMS!
MOVIE SCREENING ROOMS!
HUNDREDS OF EXHIBITORS!
...AND MUCH, MUCH MORE/

*GUEST LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
PURCHASE OF AN ADMISSION DOES NOT GUARANTEE
AN AUTOGRAPH FROM ANY ATTENDING GUEST.

f.qJ more in rmation visit us at: w w.megaconvention.com •tf023 Tampa Road, Suite 2400 • O smar, Florida 34677 ·Phone: 81 891-1702 ·Fax: 813 891-0542

Top box office hits and weekend gross ...
The Lord of the Rings; The Return of the King - - $14,209,098
Big Fish
Cheaper by the Dozen
Cold Mo'untain
Somethings Gotta Give

$13,811,191
$11,751,349 ·
· $7,881,729
$7,727,359

•

.

for the week of January 15 -January 21

The.indie's top 1Ofilms of2003
The best damn top 10 list, period
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

10. Identity

BRETT RYAN BONOWla

Identity not only tells a

clever tale of horror that Berling
himself would approve of, it also
challenges the viewer's mind
and mocks conventional horror.
Truly interactive, I denti ty
should be viewed with large
groups · of peopl_e who will
Commander: The Far Si de of undoubtedly sedond-guess their
the World, the whole Matrix way through the whole film.
series) and where-the-hell-did- With so much mindless fluff
. they-go-wrong failures (Sylvia, being passed off as horror
• The Human Stai n). But while today, it's refreshing to see a
several of America's mos\ film that makes you use your
• respected directors disappoint- bram.
• ed us in spades (Jane Campion
- MICHAEL LAWRENCE
with In· the Gut, Ridley Scott
• with Matchstick Men and The 9.ZeroDay
- Coen brothers with I ntolerable
Zero Day captivates the
: Cruelty) , others managed to viewer with dialogue, r~lying on
• make some of their best films the banter and charm of. its two
yet (Richard Linklater with main characters to carry this
School of Rock and Neil disturbing manifesto to its
LaBute with The Shape of inevitable conclusion. Shaky DV
Things).
cameras and frighteningiy natuIt was a year heavy on vio- ral acting elevate this film danlence from many angies. The gerously close to reality. Zero
brainless action turkey (Bad Day is. proof that films can pe .
Boys II, 2 Fast 2 Purious), the provocative and important withclever Spaghetti western hom- out ever becoming preachy, preage (Ki ll Bi ll: Vol.1 and Once tentious
or
exploitative.
Upon a Time in Mexico) and Director Ben Coccio's ultimate
the school-shooting film (Zero target is not the crime itself but
Day, Elephant, H ome Room) the media's handling of the
both repelled and enthralled issue. It's a gutsy move that
audiences. As is usually the pays off inexorably-Bowling
: case, the top ten is heavily for Columbine seems more of a
• weighed down with indie films. fabrication than this, and it's a
. With the major studios tanking legitimate documentary.
• and merging arid with main- JOHNTHOMASON
stream cinema in dire straits,
~ Focus Features, Miramax, HBO 8.SchoolofRock
,
Films and Avatar are repreUsually when an actor plays
" sented warmly here. There himself, you either have a bor,. . were plenty of daring, intelli- ing mess or the complete works
; gent films in 2003. It's just a of Jack Nicholson. However,
: · shame few people saw them.
when you've got the witty Mike

CINESCENE
Affleck's
wild year

At first, it appears 2003 wasn't the best year for film. One
• may remember the myriad of
shoddy comic book adaptations
(Daredevil, Hulk), soulless
(Maste1·
and
epics

COURTESY FOCUS fEATURES

See page i 7 to see howLost in Translation ranked on the indie's top 10 list.

I
.
White writing your script and
Richard Linklater directing, you
get the best family film of the
year. Jack Black plays PG-13
slacker to perfection, bringing
along a classroom of musical
prodigies for thEi ride. Most family films are for those who
haven't reached puberty, but
School ofRock has just enough
warped humor to please both
parents and tots.
·

.
with audiences young and old
and remains faithful to its
source material. Though its
subtitle, X -Men United, may
sound like an attempt to capitalize on American patriotism, the
film has allegorical roots that
are universally appealing. This
· is a comic book adaptation that
proves the medium has produced great literature. X2
accomplished everything Hulk
- MICHAEL LAWRENCE wanted to. It succeeds, because
it is about the emotional truth of
the situations and not giitzy
7.Xl
X2 accomplished what no CGI.
other summer movie could do ·
- BRETT RYAN BONOWIG
this year: create a sequel with
interesting characters and a 6. The StationAgent
A dwarf, a Cuban and a
definable plot that connects

woman who lost her son
become pillars of strength for
each other in Todd McCarthy's
cure for the common crap, The
Station Agent. In w}lat has to
be the sweetest, most charming
film, The Station Agent earns
major points for garnering sympathy without sentimentality
and pure emotion without
strings attached to the score.
Despite excellent performances
all around, this isn't the type of
film that will wiri any box office
wars. However, you'd have to be
brain dead for it to not win you
over.
- MICHAEL LAWRENCE
PLEASESEE

THEON i 7

;Luckily the blind.ferret doesn't have to watch
n

· AlongCame

Polly but we wish
she·'d go back
SEAN HUNTING
indie Asst. Editor

•
~

I

If you haven't seen a movie
in the past twenty years, you
will absolutely love Along
Came Polly . However, if you
haven't been living in a bubble
since the late seventies, you
probably already saw it.
Every single joke in this horrible farce of a film has been
done. Maybe I couldn't identizy exactly who the writer was
ripping off at every given
moment, but not a second
went by without me thinking
to myself, "I have seen this
before." The few original
jokes I didn't see in a previous
movie I already caught in the
preview.
Here's the so-called plot.
Ben Stiller plays Reuben
Feffer, an overly cautious riskassessment analyst for .a
major insurance firm. He is an
uncoordinated, totally nonoffensive, genuinely nice guy
who keeps getting in awkward
situations despite trying his
best to avoid such moments.
In other words he plays the
same character he did inMeet
the Parents, Duplex and

There's Something About
Mary . Despite having a well

indie rating: 1/5
1

thought out life-plan, his wife
cheats on him on their honeymoon, tossing him into chaos.
Eventually he meets Polly, an
old friend from middle school
who went from being a good
student to a wandering mess.
Naturally, opposites attract
and bad jokes follow.
Luckily, the movie is
almost saved by the always
brilliant Phillip Seymour
Hoffman and a blind ferret.
Hoffman plays a former child
actor who had a role in one
movie, a sort of Pretty In
Pink with bagpipes: Now he
has a diva complex, is constantly doing pratfalls and is
one of the most disgusting
people in the world. It's sad
when a great actor like
Hoffman is reduced to crapping his pants on the screen.
It's even sadder when his only
real comedic competition is a
bl-ind ferret that violently
runs into walls when nothing
else seems to be working.
Along Came Polly isn't
just unfunny, it's totally
improbable. Feffer is a total
pansy. He refuses to eat
mixed nuts at a bar because
he is so afraid of bacteria.
Polly is totally insane. She
doesn't commit to anything
more than a day in advan~e.
Sure, it would be funny if they

met and fell in love, but it
would never happen. Reuben
isn't a character driven by
lust or aµy sort of passion. He
is a calculating, careful, don'tdo-anything-without-thinkingabout-it-over-and-over-again
kind of guy. No matter how hot
. Jennifer Alliston is; he would
have iinmediately bolted when
he saw her tattoo. Polly is

flighty. The moment she found have two suggestions for Ben .
out about Reuben's suburban Stiller when choosing his next
lifestyle, she would have been project. First, you1re talented,
gone too. They wouldn't even baby. Do a new character. You
have had the chance to fall in cl.id it with Zoolander and The
love, let alone live happily Royal Tenenbaums, and it ,
_
worked out wonderfully.
ever after.
Along Ca:me Polly is bor- Second, if you are going to do
ing bordering on painful. It's a script that steals from other
not · funny, it's not romantic, movies, make sure it steals
and it isn't even original. I the good scenes.

Also new to theaters
this weekend
,

~

Torque (PG-13)

Motorcycles! Gangs! Ice Cube! What more could a person want? From the director of The Fast and the Purious comes more explosions and speed. Here, a rival motorcycle gang frames veteran racing biker Cary Ford (Martin Henderson) for the murder of the gang's
leader's (Trey Wallace, played by Ice Cube) brother, Sleepy D. Got all that? Now the race is on to solve the crime and to not get busted
by the FBI.

Teachers Pet (PG)

In this Disney film, a talking dog named spot wishes to become a human and goes on a quest to find a scientist who can make his
dream come true. Kelsey Grammer voices Dr: Ivan Krank, while Nathan Lane plays Spot. Lane won an Emmy award for his voicing of
Spot in the television series upon which this movie is based.

The Cooler (R)

Alec Baldwin plays a sly casino owner who hires a compulsive gambler to stand by winners at tables and turn their winning streaks
to losing ones. The grunbler, William H. Macy, turns the tables on Baldwin once his luck begins to change, thanks to the attraction of
a waitress. Macy's good fortu\J.e soon changes the luck of other grunblers.

Ben Affleck has had quite the
tumultuous year. If a flow chart
were compiled of the year 2003,
Affleck's would zigzag up and
down with all the spikes of a
freshly groomed hedgehog.
The year began with
Daredevil. A Valentine's Day
release and a 100 million dollar
gross, the year was looking pretty sweet to the newly-crowned
Mr. Sexiest Man alive. The media
was still in a frenzy over his relationship with former fly girl
Jennlfer Lopez. Every day,· one
would learn of the pair of pants
Ben bought for Jen at the Gap .
and the gallon of gas they
pumped into their antique gold
cars. There was a bad buzz
already around their next project, the phonetically challenged

•
•

..

Gigli .

' The rumor at the time was
that Martin Brest had gone back
to re-shoot a significant amount
of the film after test audiences
wanted to gouge their eyes during the end credits. In all fairness,
Gigli is not the worst movie ever
made (I leave that crown to Blues
Brothers 2000). Gigli is simply .
an exercise in poor acting. For
that matter, Gigli is also an exercise in poor story construction,
poor direction, no direction and
altogether the film was a critic's
field day.
The Ben and Jen frenzy
reached its peak ill September as
rumors of a wedding were
amidst. Would buddy Matt
Damon be present? Did he even
like J .Lo? As the· big day
approached, the news broke: The
wedding was off. On Sept. 12,
2003, rumor broke that Ben and
Jen were no more.
A little part of us died that day.,
At this point, the news of a
Bennifer split broke the hearts of
the paparazzi. What would they
do now? Go after that tired lug
Michael Jackson?. Nah, too easy.
After that day, B.Lo fell into
the background. Affleck went on
the press circuit with self-deprecating remarks that would make
Kevin Smith proud. We had broken the boy. The news media had
covered his life to such a degree
that we made Ben Affleck sick of
Ben Affleck.
·
. One has to look deep inside to
wonder what interests the. media
in celebrities in the first place.
Perhaps it's their high flyin'
lifestyle, their ability to entertain
the masses, but the sheer media
saturation that covers our welllacquered televisions with shows
like Entertainment Tonight and
Acdess Hollywood is remarkable.
When it's broken to the core,
these are people with regular
jobs. Our society glorifies the role
. of the actor and the importance of
the celebrity. If people cared as
much about their children as they
do about the Paris Hilton sex
tape, the world would be a shinier
place. Alas, the National
Enquirer is still one of the world's
most circulated periodicals.
2004 looks to find greener pastures for the Glory Daze star.
Affleck's Christmas release
Paycheck has been fairingwell at
the box office and has done well
with the critics (at least when you
compare the reviews to Gigli).
Jersey Girl, the new film from
Kevin Smith, comes out in March.
Affleck has already touted this as
his best performance and as
Smith's best movie. Let's hope for
Affleck that at the very least one
of these is true, and that maybe
the focus of his career can once
again be about.the craft and not
the crap.
E-mail Brett Ryan Bonowia at
brett@theind'H!.com
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"Regal Cinemas Waterford

. New on DJ11)

Lakes~

S·ll North A/afciyd Trail, 407 207 9110
Big Fish

12:20 p.m. 12:50 p.m. 3:50 p.m. 4:30 p.m.
6:50 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 9:50 p.m. 10:40 p.m.
12:50a.m.
Calendar<iits

Freddy vs. Jason· Blood, blades and babes

12:50p.m.4:20p.m. 7:00p.m.1():10 p.m.

MIKE RIEGEL

Chasingl.iberty

12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m. 7:10 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
12:50a.m.

Staff Writer

Cheaper by the Dozen

12:10 p.m. 2:40 p.m. 5:10 p.m. 7:50 p.m.
10:30p.m.
Cold Mountain

12:00 p.m 3:30 p.m. 6:50 p.m. 10:10 p.m.
Houle of Sand and f<lg

1:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 10:20 p.m.
The Last Samurai

12:40 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 10:30 p.m.
The legend ofJohMy Lingo

'

12:40 p.m. 4:50 p.m. 9:50 p.m. 12:20 a.m.
The Loni of the Rings:The Retum of the King

12:00 p.m. 12:30 p.m. 4:10 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Mona Lisa Smile

12:20 p.m. 4:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
My Baby's Daddy

7:10 a.m. 9:40 a.m. 12:00 p.m. 12:30 p.m.
12:40 p.m. 4:10 p.m. 10:20 p.m.
Pl)'<hed<

12:10 p.m. 3:30 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 10:20 p.m.
FeterPan

1:00p.m.3:50p.m. 7:20p.m.10:10 p.m.
Something's Gotta Give

12:20 p.m. 3:50 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 10:30 p.m.
Torque
12:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. 7:40 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
12:30 a.m.
Win a Date wi1h Tad Hamilton!

7:00p.m.

Regal Cinemas Winter Park 20
510 NOrlando Ave., 407·628·0163
BlgFl!h

•'

1:05 p.m. 1:35 p.m. 4:10 p.m. 4:40 p.m.
7:15 p.m. 7:45 p.m. 10:15 p.m. 10:45 p.m.
Calendar Girts

1:15 p.m. 4:05 p.m. 6:50 p.m. 9:35 p.m.
12:20 a.m.
Chasing Liberty

12:15 p.m. 4:10 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 9:45 p.m.
12:308..m.

n

Cheaper by the Dozen

12:05 p.m. 2:45 p.m. 5:15 p.m. 7:50 p.m.
10:30p.m.
Cold Mountain

12:50 p.m. 4:30 p.m. 8:10 p.m. 11:45 p.m.
TheCooler

12:45 p.m. 3:45 p.m. 6:40 p.m. 9:25 p.m.
12:10 8.ID.

..

HouseofSandandf<lg

1:20 p.m. 4:20 p.m. 7:20 p.m. 10:35 p.m.
In America

12:20 p.m. 2:55 p.m. 5:30 p.m. 8:15 p.m.
10:50p.m.
The Last Samurai

9:55p.m.

"
~

The Loni of the Rings:The Retum of the King

11:55 a.m. 1:30 p.m. 4:15 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 11:20 p.m.

.,'

Mona Lisa Smile

-

My Baby's Daddy

..

1:10 p.m. 3:55 p.m. 12:30 a.m.
'

12:10 p.m. 2:25 p.m. 4:45 p.m. 7:10 p.m.
9:30 p.m. 10:45 p.m. 11:55 p.m.
Pl)'<hed<

'.t

..

1:40 p.m. 4:35 p.m. 7:35 p.m. 10:25 p.m.
FeterPan

11:55 a.m. 2:35 p.m: 5:20 p.m. 8:05 p.m.
Something's Gotta Give

12:55p.m. 3:50 p.m. 6:55 p.m.10:00 p.m.
. TOfl!IH!

'1

12:25 p.m. 2:50 p.m. 5:25 p.m. 8:00 p.m.
10:20 p.m. 12:35 a.m.
Win a Date wi1h Tad Hamilton!

7:00p.m.
~

Regal Cinemas Oviedo Marketplace
'J

1500 Oviedo Marketplace, 407-977-1107

,.
BlgFl!h

12:20 p.m. 1:00 p.m. 3:10 p.m. 3:50 p.m.
6:50 p.m. 7:20 p.m. 9:40 p.m. 10:10 p.m.

:

Calendar Girts

12:00 p.m. 2:20 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m.
10:00p.m.

()

Chasing Liberty

,...

".
'"'

12:00 p.m. 2:30 p.m. 5:00 p.nL 7:40 p.m.
10:20p.m.

-,,

12:10 p.m. 12:40 p.m. 2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m. 4:50 p.m. 5:20 p.m. 7:10 p.m.
7:40 p.m. 9:30 p.m. HJ-20 p.m. 12:00 a.m.
Cold Mountain

12:30 p.m. 3:40 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 11:30 p.m.
Houle ofSand and f<lg

•

1:00 p.m. 3:50 p.m. 7:10 p.m. 10:00 p.m.

-

The last Samurai

n

Master and Colnmander:The Far Side of the World

'·

12:50 p.m. 4:40 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 11:30 p.m.

12:20 p.m. 3:30 p.m. 6:40 p.m. 9:50 p.m.
Monal.isaSmlle

12:40 p.m. 3:30 p.m. 9:50 p.m.
My Baby's Daddy

'·

"',...
;II

12:20 p.m. 2:40 p.m. 4:50 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
9:30 p.m. 12:10 a.m.
Pl)'<hed<

1:

r.

••

12:50 p.m. 3:20 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 9:50 p.m.
Peter Pan

12:00p.m.2:40p.m.5:10p.m. 7:50 p.m..
10:20 p.m.
Somethlng's Gotta GiYe

12:20 p.m. 3:20 p.m. 6:50 p.m. 9:40 p.m.
Stuck on You

10:10 p.m.
Tolljue

::u

fl

...
I

12:10 p.m.12:40 p.m. 2:20 p.m. 2:50 p.m.
4:40 p.m. 5:10 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m.
9:30p.m.10:00p.m.11:40p.m.12:10a.m.
Win a Date wi1h Tad Hamilton!

7:00p.m.

tA

Loews Universal Cineplex

..

II

;,.

6000 Universal Blvd., 407-354-5998
Torque
12:45 p.m. 1:15 p.m. 1:45 p.m. 2:45 p.m
3:15 p.m. 3:45 p.m. 4:45 p.m. 5:15 p.m.
5:45 p.m. 6:45 p.m. 7:15 p.m. 7:45 p.m.
8:45 p.m. 9:15 p.m. 9:45 p.m. 10:45 p.m.
Along Ca.me Polly

_,

1:ll0 p.m. 2:00 p.m. 3:10 p.m. 4:10 p.m.
5:20 p.m. 6:15 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 8:25 p.m.
9:40 p.m. 10:35 p.m.

Tead!ers Pet

1:20 p.m. 3:20 p.m. 5:10 p.m. 7:05 p.m.
My Baby'sDaddy

12:35 p.m. 1:05 p.m. 2:40 p.m. 3:25 p.m.
4:55 p.m. 5:40 p.m. 7:25 p.m. 8:00 p.m.
9:40 p.m. 10:20 p.m.
Chasing Uberty

1:35 p.m. 4:20 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Cheaper by the Dozen
12:45 p.m. 2:50 p.m. 5:05 p.m. 7:20 p.m.
9:35p.m.

•

l'l!l!rPan

"'

12:30 p.m. 3:00 p.m. 5:25 p.m.
Cold Mountain
. 12:40 p.m. 3:30 p.m. 6:25 p.IlL 9:25 p.m.
PayCheck

2:20 p.m. 4:50 p.m. 7:30 p.m. 10:10 p.m.
Blgflsh

12:55 p.m. 1:40 p.m. 3:35 p.m. 4:25 p.m.
6:10 p.m. 7:10 p.m. 8:50 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
Loni of the Rings: Return of the King

12:30 p.m. 1:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Mona Lisa Smile

9:00 p.m.
~GottaGive

"

.
'

•\

1:25'p.m. 4:05 p.m. 6:40 p.m. 9:20 p.m.

Thel.astSanual

1:50 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 8:15 p.m.
BadSanta

1:10 p.m. 3:10 p.m. 5:20 p.m. 7:40 p.m.
9:50p.m.
Golhka

7:55 p.m. 10:05 p.m.

En zian Theatre
1300 S. Orlando Ave.. 407 629 1088
21Gllms
Thursday (V15)
7:00 p.m. 9:45 p.m.
Frlda,y (V16)
4:15 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
Saturday (Vi 7)

1:30 p.m. 4:15 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
lO:OOp.m.
Sunda,}r (V18)
1:80 p.m. 4:15 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 9:45 p.m.
~ (1/19) -'lburaday (l/.!2)
7:00 p.m. lt45 p.m.

..

If James Bond and Mr. Bean
had a child, that child would be
Johnny English. This spy-spoof
is full of familiar gags, but
Rowan Atkinson (Mr. Bean)
brings some genuine comedic
energy to the role. With John
Malkovich
as
the
evil
Frenchman, who tries to overthrow the British monarchy, this
movie can't be all bad.

The fitl(ll five picks
FROM

i6

The Lord of the Rings:The Retum ofthe King

1:00 p.m. 3:10 p.m. 6:40 p.m. 9:50 p.m.

"

Johnny English
COURTESY HBO

Stark Raving Mad
The world needs more Stiffler.
It's hard to imagine Sean William
Scott in any role that doesn't
require eating dog crap, but Stark
Raving Mad puts the Han Solo of
American Pie right in the middle
of this caper film. This can't possi-

bly be any worse than.Bulletproof and watch his HBO show. At the
very least, check out this hilarious
Monk, can it?
show on HBO. It's got a documenCurb Your Enthusiasm: The Complete tary feel to it, partly because it's
mostly unscripted. If it helps, this
RrstSeason
Larry David was the man show is aiso about "nothing," and
behind Seinfeld. If you didn't know the George Costanza character
that, you need to pick up this DVD from Seinfeld is based on David.

Cheaper by the Dozen

•j
l·

Continuing in the American
tradition of dynamic and entertaining duos like Siegfried and
Roy and Donny and Marie,
Freddy Krueger and Jason
Voorhees finally got together
last summer to make their longawaited. movie.
Getting mauled by a tiger is
tame compared to what happens
when these two charmers get
together.
After 11 years on the drawing
board, the serial killers finally
found a script they could both
agree on, and their first collabo- ·
ration is now available on DVD.
There's even a bonus disc filled
with more special features than
you can shake a dead teenager
at!
The movie is aptly titled
Freddy vs. Jason.
The movie begins with
Freddy, once again portray~d
i;nasterfully by Robert Englund,
recruiting the sickest, · most
depraved killer from the depths
of hell. Luckily for horror audiences, he finds Jason (Ken
Kirzinger).
Freddy is not pleased that
· the kids on Elm Street have discovered how to avoid seeing him
in their dreams. His plan is to
use Jason to instill fear back
into the hearts of the teens so he
can once again kill them in sev- .
eral lucrative sequels.
· Critically speaking, this is a
clever· way to link the two .franchises. It's a ridiculous premise
but not as entirely insulting as
Jason's last movie in which he
killed people on a futuristic ·
space ship.
As .fason makes his way
down Freddy's old stomping
grounds, he severs a few heads,
ini.pales a few people and causes
general anarchy. The townsfolk
fall for Freddy's ruse and believe
the killer with knives for fingers
has ret.urned.
Of course, once Freddy
returns to the kids' dreams, he
fully intends to resume his
killing spree, and that's what he
does. However, he soon realizes
Jason is laying waste to all of his

prey before he gets the opportunity.
That's the problem with
undead psychos - you can't
depend on them.
·
From there, things get weird.
I won't ruin the ending, .but
there are some good action
scenes between the two monsters that should satisfy the
appetites of enthusiasts from
both series.
I will talk about one of the
proposed endings that never
made it to the screen. During
the climactic final · scene at
Camp Crystal Lake, Jason and
Freddy are sucked into hell,
chains come out of the wall and
Pinhead from the ' Hellraiser
movies appears and asks, "Now,
gentlemen, what seems to be the
problem?"
·
The real ending is less climactic but leaves the door very
open for a sequel. The bonus
disc also contains an alternate
ending and some , deleted
scenes.
Director Ronny Yu (Bride of.
Chucky) has created an average slasher. flick, which i!3 good
for a few scares and even a few·
laughs. After a run-in with
Jason, one character says,
"Dude, that goalie was pissed
about something."
Maybe ol' Jason was angry
that Freddy got all the speaking
parts. Or maybe he's feeling less
than adequate because this
movie fell short of some pretty
lofty expectations.
Like you :might expect,
Freddy vs. Jason is rated R for
pervasive violence, extremely
naughty language and a couple
scenes of female nudity. It's also
currently available at finer
video stores in Orlando.

listed tines~ unless noted,
show~mchange.

5.Elephant
Improvised dialogue, amateur actors and a legitimate
school setting. Equal parts
faux-documentary; neo-realism
and avant-garde cinema, Gus
Van Sant's statement on high
school violence is an intoxicating movie, casting an eerie spell
that doesn't relent until the
credits roll. Van Sant's camera
is as seductive and voyeuristic
as ever, and Elephant spends
more time developing authentic
depictions of typical high
schoolers from all cliques than
probing the ambiguous motivations of its killers. In Van Sant's
dreamlike universe, the perpetrators are given equal screen
time as the victims, and- surprise, folks-there isn't much
differenGe between the two.

time at the theater. A homage to
all of the exploitation, martial
arts and spaghetti westerns
that influenced Tarantino, it's
got a little bit of everything that
made those movies great most notably the hundreds of
gallons of fake blood fl.owing on
the sets.
- SEAN HUNTING

Hate is all
you need ·

DVD releases]anuary 20
Once Upon a
Time in Mexico

The third installment of Robert Rodriguez's Mariachi
series, Once Upon a Time in Mexico is a star-studded
action extravaganza. Say what you want about
Rodriguez's ultra-violent, spectacl&-heavy cinema, but his
films are consistently among the year's most entertaining.
Award material they ain't, but few directors can handle
·bloodshed and explosions as artistically as Rodriguez,
who finally seems at home again after the Sw Kids debacles. Our one complaint: Sal.ma Hayek's name gets abovetitle credit when she's in the film about five minutes. But
naturally we'll forgive the fault, because, you know ... she's
hot.
·

Manic

This independent film starring Don Cheadle, Joseph
Gordon-Levitt and Zooey Deschanel was hyped for months
thanks to an extensive push from the Independent Film
Chanriel, then seemed to disappear as quick as it CaJne.
Going the way of other Jittl&-seen youth-oriented films like
Larry Clark's Ken Park and Erick Skjoldbaerg's Prozac
Nati on, the film never even received a theatrical release in
Orlando. It was made way back in 2001, but this will be
your first attempt to catch this hard-hitting drama set the
· juvenile.wing of a wental institution.

Spellbound

One of the most suspenseful experiences at the cinema
this year CaJne not from the thriller circuit, but from a documentary about eight teenagers and their journeys to win
the 1999 spelling bee. Now you can experience this wonderful sleeper in the comfort of your own horrie, clinging to .
the arm of your recliner and chomping your nails as you
await the death toll also known as the "wrong'' bell. You'll
fall so in love with each of the competitors, you'll want to
reach through your television and give them a big hug for
every misspelling. I wouldn't actually try that,_ though. It
might result in a c-a-t-a-~-t-r-<tp-h-e.

The indie's 10

most despised
films of 2003 .
10. Bruce Almighty

2.Bigfish

Both a re-affirmation of the
power of storytelling and the
wonders of the cinematic medium, Big Fish shows Tim Burton
at his most awe-inspiring. It's a
film about truth in the disguise
of stories, about the fantastic
over the pragmatic and about
the perseverance of life in the
face of death. There's much to
be admired even beyond the
deceptively simple storyline.
Burton's color schemes are rav- JOHN THOMASON ishing and his characters idiosyncratic. With the film's
4.21 Grams
remarkable set designs, stellar
21 Grams takes the struc- acting and script loaded with
ture of a great novel (having euphoric but accessible meanmore to do with emotion and · ings, Big Fish is a timeless tall
story than with chronology), tale.
'
- JOHN THOMASON
three actors willing to walk into
an emotional abyss and the
beating of the human spirit to 1. Lost in Translation
Proving once again that Bill
create one of the most emotionally exhaustive films ever Murray can stretch his acting
assembled. Director Alejandro abilities past purely comedic
Gonzalez Iiiarritu and writer roles, Lost in Transf,ation is
Guillermo Arriaga create a col- thiJ indie's No. 1 movie of the
lage of brutal truth and harrow- year. It's closer to the likes of
ing reality. Naomi Watts, Sean _Rushmore than Caddyshack.
Penn and Benicio Del 'Thro show In the film, Murray plays a northe colirage few actors ever do. mal guy with a decent sense of
They reach a core of truth, a humor instead of a babbling
poetic reality that is hard to find idiot who uses plastic explosives to kill a gopher and yet
but a wonder to watch.
- BRITT RYAN BONOWIQ manages to be just as funny. Costarring Scarlett Johansson, an
up-and-coming independent
3. Kill Bill Vol. 1
There's an old saying: No film star whom the entire male
guts, no giory. Quentin staff of the indie has fallen in
Tarantino proved it this year by love with, Lost in Translation
gioriously gutting hundreds of is a beautiful, romantic (but not
people in the first installment of cheesy) and often times hilariKill Bill. Fbr the first time since ous film. Despite being one of
Crouching Tiger, Hidden the most celebrated films of the
Dr(J.{}on, a kung-fu movie is year, it only received a limited
being hailed by both critics and release, so you might have
general audiences alike. With missed it. If this is the case, recplenty of gratuitous violence, tify the problem and pick up a
· slick action and more fake copy as soon as it· hits video
blood thlil you can shake a sev- stores. The i'f!'ie demands it!
eited. anl at, it is just a ~
- SEAN HUNTING

9·. House ofSand andFog
8. Washington Heights

7.Gigli

6. League ofExtraordinary
Gentlemen
5.Hulk

4. Better Luck Tomorrow
3.Matrix Reloaded

2. Dared.evil
1. Matrix Revolutions

Top S things you won't find at Boom Art ...
5. Fat Elvis lunchbox
4.Mama Cass ham-carving knife
3. OJ Simpson ham-carving knife
2. Abe Vigoda print adult diapers
1. Gigli-themed toilet bowl

for the week of January 15 -January 21
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The day the
animators were
liberated

'

DANA DELAPI

NOT JUST SEX
!Born-again virgins
You won't see Dr..in front of my
name. I'm not a certified expert by
any means. But my best friend will
tell you it takes three people to
make her relationship work: her,
her boyfriend and me - the relationship therapist. While I don't"
consider myself an authority, I am
experienced in the field, or in playing the field, as one might say. It's a
sex, love and rock 'n' roll world,
and I am all caught up in it.
This being my first time writing
a sex and relationships column, I
feel it is necessary to pay homage
to your first time, or lack thereof.
While virginity is ancient history to
most college kids or any girl who
has encountered a frat boy, believe
it or not, it is becoming a rising
trend. Well, maybe not virginity, but
born-again virginity.
You've heard of it, when a previously sexually active person goes
on hiatus for a periop. of more than
six months, thus becoming a bornagain virgin. I myself have taken a
sexual sabbatical to "clear .my
mind of the evils of temptation."
While it was very enlightening and
commendable, on days when the
wind blew just right, I got excited.
Try walking to class on a windy
afternoon and you'll see what I
mean. Is that a sign of being oversexed? Maybe. Maybe not.
With that in mind, I have to
props to all the virgins out there. It
is definitely a tough job resisting
temptation. College is a whole new
world, especially for former
Catholic schoolgirls such as
myself. I grew up with a religion
dead-set against all things biblically evil, but that gets thrown out the
window at the first sign of a keg
party. The temptations of alcohol
and sex go hand in hand - once
you let one slip, the other comes
rushing down. Suddenly you're
quickly getting to know people,
and I do mean biblically.
Hey, don't feel bad. Even
Britney Spears, who first hit the
scene as a Catholic-schoolgirl and
pop-princess, couldn't resist. And
what girl could blaqie her for seizing the moment when the object of
her lust was Justin Timberlake.
It's too bad she later messed up
that beautiful union and let
Cameron Diaz squeeze her way
into J .T.'s life. Personally, I am still
holding out hope that Justin will
regain his senses and come back to
me. At least Britney understood
that the major problem with resisting temptation is that it may never
come your way again.
This brings me to pose this
question to all virgins: Do you really know what you're missing?
Without sexual interaction, you
miss out on a lot of what the other
person has to offer. And finding out
if you're compatible doesn't always
take place outside of the bedroom.
Sex is a lot like shoe shopping. Fbr
example, are you gonna buy those
fabulous, over-priced stilettos
without first trying them on? I
don't think so. Let's be realistic
here, sex is just as important as
love.
Let's take my favorite virginity
spokesperson and perpetual ditz
J essica Simpson. God bless her,
because I don't know how she lasted so long in a world that is so sexually driven. Especially when her
boyfriend-turned-husband is the
hot hunk of masculinity known as
Nick Lachey. Still, she was lucky
enough not to worry ab01:1t
whether the shoe would fit - no
doubt Nick is pro when it comes
to the bedroom romp. •
As for us average Joes and
Janes, we're simply not that lucky.
Now don't misunderstand, I am not
advocating sexual promiscuity. I
, would just rather live my life outside of the movies than sit and
I wonder if my Prince Charming can
help me achieve the big 0.

give

'...
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A fantasy
Unique shop.is a Winter Park treasure
Boom Art's retro-chic nostalgia has become world-renown
JOHN THOMASON.
indie Editor

"We've done business with
Robert Plant, Shaquille O'Neal,
Jeff Foxworthy, Carrot Top,
Chip Carey, Stephen Tyler, Fred
Schneider, Pat Schroeder, Jay
Leno ... "
Glenn Rogers' list of the
celebrities who have enlisted
the services of his store ,Boom
Art went on a lot longer, but I
was afraid my pen would run
out of ink. A one-of-a-kind shop
if thel'e ever w.as one, Wmter
Park's Boom Art has become
known across the country. The
store, which is no bigger in size
than a couple of bedrooms, has
been spotlighted on Home and
Garden Tv, and a feature on the
shop has been a part of the inflight entertainment programming on Virgin Atlantic Air
since August 2002. Located
near the sumptuous White Wolf
Cafe and across from Central
F1orida's top vinyl merchants

indie rating: 5/5
Rock 'n' Roll Heaven, Boom Art
resides on one of the Winter
Park's hippest streets.
Fbrmed nearly 10 years ago
by Glenn and his wife and cofounder Sandy, Boom Art is a
friendly mom-and-pop shop
specializing in motley handpainted art heavy on nostalgia,
pulp, pop-culture, music,
exploitation and fads.
'We try to make it affordable
for everyone to give something
original as a gift," Glenn said.
Indeed, countless items ranging
from Gone With the Wind
switchplate covers to Wonder
Woman luggage are exclusive
to Boom Art. In fact, much of the
store's merchandise is simply
discarded objects converted
into art.
'We're the ultimate in recycling," Glenn said. "We give
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found objects a second chance."
Boom Art's items are so popular and unique, other shop
owners are prone to buying
them and re-selling them
across the country. The slick
and retro plastic coating preserves the furniture items so
they last for lifetimes. "These
things turn into family heirlooms," said Glenn, as he
walked past a stool with the
Beatles painted on it.
What's more impressive is
that Glenn and Sandy do all of
the custom painting themselves. Whether it be a meticulous portrait of the Simpsons on
a desk/chair combo or a lifelike
depiction of Hendrix on a guitar,
the Rogers' abilities to paint
any and all requests is incredible. "We've never not been able
to do something and we've
never missed a deadline,"
Glenn said proudly.
His immense talent in furnishing and design formed at an
early age, where he was the
youngest designer ever at an
' international flooring and home
furnishings company. From
then on, Glenn and Sandy's
story is just as fun and quirky
as their store. They met as
artists and performers at the
Ringling Brothers and Barnum
& Bailey Circus, where Sandy
was one of the first female professional circus clowns. An
expert juggler and director of
Barnum & Bailey's Clown
College, Sandy went on to teach
the first accredited course in
Circus Clowning in U.S. history.
Glenn would pursue an acting
and writing career, where he
penned sketches for Satu1yJ.ay
Night Live and appeared in

lover's
Dream comes true~
Vertigo's Sandman re-issues remain
the pinnacle of adult comic books .,
T

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

In commemoration of Neil
Gaiman's return to his groundbreaking comic Sandman,
Vertigo Comics has released
Sandman: Endless Nights, a
reissue of the original 10 vol. umes of the 75-issue series.
This is a second printing run.
Containing more literary
references than a week's worth
of NPR, Sandman is one of
that
those special series
helped legitimize the medium
as a valid literary form. Written
by Gaiman and drawn by a cornucopia of artists, Sandman is
an adult fairytale mixing formal realism with mythology.
Dream (who has countless
pseudonyms), is one of the
Endless, a group of seven
beings who have been around
since the beginning of time.
There's the enigmatic Destiny,
who is literally chained to his
prophetic book, the ditzy
Delirium, the androgynous
Desire, her miserable twin sister Despair, the nomadic
Destruction and the cheerful
Death, who ·h as become something of a goth icon. They bitch
and bicker as much as any
family, and, like most omnipotent beings, dabble in the lives
of mortals. Some of the vol-

nnnnn
indie rating: 5/5

umes, such as Season ofMists
and Brief Lives, tell complete ·
story arcs, while others, such
as Fables and Ileflections and
Dream Country, are anthologies of single issue stories.
The second printing comes
with all the features of the first
printing, which includes biog- r
raphies, celebrity introduc- ,
tions, and an entire script for
Dream Country. Each volume
comes with a new cover, done •
by resident cover artist Dave
McKean.Whilettmightnotbe
enough to entice people 'who
have bought the originals
(unless they're completists,) •
the paper is of a higher quality •
and the stories alone are well •
worth the purchase for new- ,
comers.
No prior knowledge of
comics is needed to appreciate _
the series, and it's one of the
rare series that appeals to both
men and women. Even though
the entire collection will run ,
you about $200 paperback and .
more than $350 hardcover, ·
Sandman is a literary master- •
piece, a tome for the ages. At
its worst, Sandman still repre- ·
sents comics at their best.

Ernest Saves Christmas,
Parenthood
and
Quick
Change. Glenn's fine art paint-

mgs have been displayed in
Soho and New York.
Boom Art is a fascinating
place to visit, with prices to ,
accommodate all income brackets. Even if you don't purchase
anything, it's worth checking
out for the sheer artistic ingenuity. After all, it's not every.where you can find Superman
and Batman salt shakers, nightlights shaped like guitars,
"office tramp" and "imrority
slut" cologne, and campy hanging tins with images right out of
a Roger Corman picture.

a

E-mail Dana Del.api at
dana@theindie.com
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Top S headlines we'd like to see •••
S. Michael Jackson is cool again
4.Hitt quits ice cream social, starts Jack Daniels social
3. indie staff gets dates, lovin'
2. Bush pronounces 'Nudear'correctly
1. Experts: premature ejaculation now cool, foreplay'passe'

for the week of January 15 -January 21
WEB LESS TRAVELED
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Religion = comedic gold mine
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I believe·/ can try
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Sometimes I pity a film. I get emotional and feel sorry for it, as if it were
one of my friends. I see the previews,
?Jld even though I don't plan on viewing
it at the theaters, ·I want it to be successful. It's like the sadness Rudolph
and Hermey felt when they went to the
Island of Lost Toys. P.J. Hogan's Peter
Pan is indeed a pity-worthy film .
At first I looked at the trailer and
thought to myself, "Bah!" "Who needs
another one of those?" We already have
the Disney version, not to mention those
gender-bending, god-awful musicals to
boot. Then I discovered that Hogan was
goingto accomplish something that hadn't been done: an accurate full-length
representation of the original story by
J.M. Barrie. Tolkien received his proper
due, as did Rowling, so why not Barrie,
whose story of an immortal boy has
been around for nearly a century?
Maybe Hogan loves the original story
and is sick of seeing it sugarcoated and
whittled down. I could sympathize with
that. He set out to create the most faith~
ful adaptation yet. He didn't get any
marquee names to help sell the film and
didn't tangle it up with fast-food tie-ins
and plush dolls. His version would focus
solely on the strength of its plot, and.
guess what? It bombed. Released on
Christi;nas Eve, the film ranked seventh
at the box office twice in a row; pulling in
a measly $33 million in it's first two
weeks - a poor performance, given its
budget.
So what went wrong? Why did this
ambitious project tank, and furthermore, why did it seem destined to do so ·
from the start? I was curious to find out,
so I headed to the multiplex. Truth be
told, it's a good film. Not one of the best
ever, but _a solid two hours of movie fun.
It contained some of the standard kiddie-crap, su~h as a goofy dog, a groinbash and the worst deatb/revival scene
this side of The Matrix, but overall the
thing was tightly written, fast-paced and
enjoyable. And after reading many
reviews online I found I wasn't alone. On
the
movie
review
database
RottenTomatoes.com, the film scored a
77 percent approval rating and received
much praise. Critics were pleased with
the Freudian concepts and surprised by
the accuracy and complexity of the film.
So I don't think it has much to do with
the quality of the film. If the finger has to
be pointed at anyone, I'd stick it in the
face of the almighty MOUSE, at least
partially. Generally when Disney makes
a film based on previously written material, people automatically accept
Disney's version as the true version. In
the 1990s Jungle Book, vultures with
mop-tops didn't quote scenes from
Marty with Cockney accents, monkeys
didn't sing like Louie Prima and snakes
didn't have hypnotic powers. It wasn't
Disney's The Jungle Book so it floundered. People picture Peter Pan wearing
a foppish hat and green tights, not the
more natural look of P.J, Hogan's.
Captain Hook, who in the Disney film
looks like a Victorian.pimp, lacks the
psychosis of Hogan's Hook. But since .
we've grown up on Disney's version and
seen his phallic-like face in overpriced
gift-shop T-shirts, we believe that is l':\-Ild
always has been Hook. If you tell most
people the mermaid dies at the end of
Hans Christian Andersen's tale and that
it doesn't include any Jamaican crustaceans, they would gasp in disbelief.
Go look in a history book, and I'll bet you
any portrait of John Smith won't have
him portrayed as a blond-haired, blueeyed poster-boy for the Aryan Nation.
Dancing gargoyles, gentle demi-gods
and flamboyant candles have fouled up
the annals of classic literature and folklore, pillaging great books and souring
oral traditions in the name of a quick
buck.
I appreciate P.J. Hogan's effort, and
though I'm startled a studio had the
chutzpah to back him up, I'm not at all
surprised by the final result. Do yourself
a favor. Take a couple of friends, whisk
yourself away to Neverland the way it
was meant to be and escape that other
~cKingdom.

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ

japan: making
rape fun again.

BRANDON HARDIN
Some things are staples of comedy. Take slapstick, for example.
There's nothing particularly funny
about a badger, a man and a pair of
pants. But when you combine the
three, putting a badger down a ,
man's pants, BAM! Instant comedy.
Think about it. The man, screaming
in agony, runs around in circles and
bleeds profusely. Hilarious!
Parallelisms are great comedic
fodder. Take three things that seem
to have nothing in common, like a
· rotten log, Chinese finger-cuffs and
democratic-hopeful Howard Dean,
and explain what they have in common. In this case, all of these things
are hollow.
Then there is religion. Why is
religious humor so easy? Because it
offends. Offensive humor is the easiest to craft. You'll end up making
enemies and being called juvenile by
people with "educations," but you'll
also make the 18-35-year-old whitemale demographic laugh hysterically. So without further ado, I present
to you the Only-Slightly-OffensiveReligion-Based Web Less Traveled
- now with 35 percent more salvation! I apoloii.ze in advance,
because the sites are all Christian- little Timmy prays that's a baton in Jesus' hand.
oriented. Do you have any idea how
Repeat: Satire, _people. Satire.
hard it is to find a good humor site
http://www.keepgomg.org
on Islam?
Want a paper dealing with God
and the problem of suffering in Paul
· http://www.landoverbaptist.org
This just in - accept Christ, get Verhoeven's Robocop? You got it!
a free PlayStation 2! For the thou- Keepgoing.org is a zine published
sandth time Jesus forgets all about four times a year (once per season) .
rapture! Pastor guns doWn family I'm not sure what it is beyond that.
dog_for ch~wing off baby Jesus' There are poems about former-teenstar Cory Feldman, a guide to South
head!
These breaking news stories · American wine and a tale of what
await you at Landover Baptist, happened on the Seventh Day,
where the worthwhile worship and according to Georgians. (Evidently,
they slept in while God gave out the
the unsaved are unwelcome.
The ultimate Southern Baptist good stuff).
Keepgoing.org is a veritable
church Web site, Landover Baptist
is a large and sprawling foray into treasure trove of worthless knowl· the world of satire. Rummage edge and BS papers. Much like my
through the sermon archive and college career thus far.
learn about how Alabama is a preview· of the glories of Christian http://objective.jesussave.us
It's the Objective: Christian
America. Or how SARS is God's new
weapon of mass destruction, Ministries homepage! Or is it? The
according to Harry Hardwick, hon- site temporarily stumped some of the
most Web-savvy people I know. Is it
orary pastor.
.real?
Is it a joke? The massive site,
"God is fed up with Buddhism,
Hinduism,
Transcendentalism, which sprawls across numerous
Dalai Lamaism, Environmentalism, pages, is seemingly dedicated to
Falun Gongism, Communism and shutting down Landover Baptist and
every other ism, all of which trans- even has Web-logs of its staff memlate into Satanism," he wrote. "By bers. Is the site a joke? I'll let you figthe time the Father is done, they'll ure it out on your own, you heathens.
be coughing up raw egg and spitting
seaweed through their noses http://www.jesusdressup.com
Poor .Jesus. The Romans cast lots
moments before saying sianara [sic]
for his clothes when he was crucito their godless lives."

COURillY CATHOLIC5HOPPER.COM

fied. It that any way for our Savior to
be? Naked and affixed to a plank of
wood? No! Well, at least not the
naked part. But there was little we
could do about that, until now!
Thanks to this Web site, Jesus
can look his best. You can take various articles of clothing and make
Jesus not-so-nud~. A powder-blue
tux seems to go well with the wood
on the cross. Or maybe a devil suit,
for a touch of ironic humor would
look best.
Any way you slice it, anything
looks better then just Jesus in his
skivvies (note to self: Jesus in his
Skivvies is an excellent band name).

http://www.catholicshopper.com/prod
ucts/inspirational_sport_statues.fltml
If you play sports and are in need
of inspiration, do I have something
for you! Jesus inspiration8.l sports
statues! Watch Jesus play keepaway in basketball with small· children. See 1him look remarkably
creepy posing with pre-teen gymnasts. Watch as he "helps" little
Bethany with her golf swing.
You know; the more I look at these
statues, the more I'm beginning to
think you should just keep Jesus
away from small cJlildren.
E-mail Brandon Hardin at
brandon@theindie.com

ANGUS' BEEF

How would you like a knuckle Panini?

ANGUS McWITHERSPOON
Ok, you little punks. Listen. I set
aside hours of my time so I could
read and respond to your e-mails in
my little column here. Hours. That's
time I could spend being spongebathed by my lovely wife Agnes.
Instead, I'm sitting in front of this
infernal beeping, whirring machine
waiting for your responses to my
column. Or, has someone made you
mad or done something incredibly
moronic? Send your story of annoy?JlCe or idiocy my way, and I'll put it
~ my column. Note that I've got limited space and lots of rage, so keep it
short and to the point or I'll get out

my switch. E-mail your whininess to
me, or taste my wrinkly wrath.
Orlando is slowly working its way
toward a mayoral election and not a
moment too soon in my opinion. It's
all been downhill since Glenda Hood,
friend to the privileged and foe to the
downtrodden, left office. She was my
hero. Not only did she ban people
from sleeping on park benches, but
she also cut $500,000.in funding to a
homeless-friendly organization, so
she could have horse statues for City
Hall. What has Mayor Buddy Dyer
done for us lately? Nothing! He's
spending all of his time finishing
what Hood started - the revitalization of Church Street Station.
Doesn't he know that area is literally crawling with slacker college students? And that the train doesn't
even go through there anymore?
What's the point of having a train
station if you can't catch the 5: 15 to
Sheboygan, anyway?
I also want to know why I can no
longer order a small coffee. Tall?
Venti? The other day, while reading
the menu at a chain coffee shop, I
asked for a venti coffee. The bubble-

headed cashier looked at me like I
had a poodle stapled t.o my forehead .
If you're going to make up words for
coffee sizes, at least learn what they
mean, woman! I promptly insulted
her, her three closest blood-relatives
and any employee in a 5-yard radius
and stormed out, slamming my
walker into the ground as I made my
way out.
Speaking of making up words,
why can I no longer buy a sandwich?
I have to buy a wrap or a panini or a
baguette or something on foccacia
bread. Since when did I lose the ability to get a PB&J sandwich? I'll tell
you one thing. When gas stations
start trying to sell me French and
Italian sandwiches, I start to worry.
It has to be one of the signs of the
Apocalypse.
Look. I have 200 words worth of
S,Pace to fill and nothing else to say.
Next week, I'd better have some email to write about, or I'm going to
use this space to run nude photos of
myself.
E-mail Angus McWrtherspoon at
angus@theindie.

Ah, Japan. It's a science fiction para-. .
dise. The land where the best video
games were born and robot butlers run
wild in the streets serving sake. It is a.
society rich in tradition, seeped in .
mythology and known worldwide for its·
'rampant sexual deviance. This is the·
sort .of place where old men can buy ·
used panties from vending machines:
and cartoons often feature young
school-age girls getting raped by mon-"
sters from other worlds.
.•·
It should come as no surprise that··
Japan is the natural birthplace of hen- .
tai. The word in Japanese translates to
perversion, an understatement when ·
you consider the kinds of perversion·
hentai. entails.
Hentai's main obsessions include .
rape, schoolgirls, tentacles and more. ·
rape. The Japanese have a long-stand- ing, well-known obsession with rape. ·
The recent film Lost in Translation, a ·
great movie written and directed by.
Sophia Coppola, features a very amus- .
ing scene in which a Tokyo prostitute
tries seducing Bill Murray by screaming'
"Please, no!" while pulling him to the
floor with her as he struggles to escape .
her clutches.
I'm not sure why everyone in Japan ·
is obsessed with rape, but it sure leads·
to some amusing moments. Movies like··
Professor Pain and Wicked City take·
perversion to strange, terrifying places.:
In Professor Pain, a schoolteacher
plants bombs all over the school, hold-·
ing his entire class hostage. Living up to
his name, his "anatomy lessons" involve
making students drink fresh breastmilk extracted from a fellow teacher
and piercing places that definitely do·
not need to be pierced. When I fust saw·
it, I could not look away, even as my
stomach turned. It wa:s like watching an.
animated Faces ofDeath.
For all its sadistic tendencies how- ·
ever, Professor Pain is pretty h~drum :
as far as hentai plots go. Wicked City is.
on the other side of the spectrum. It has.
elements of stylistic film noir and a _
strong semblance of a plot, along with a ·
big cult following that decries it real· ,
anime instead of hentai. Personally, I .
can't get over the scene where a gigantic "female orifice" appears on a demonic woman and sucks the lead character
into her womb. The main female character also is gang-raped by demons
every 20 minutes, making it pretty hard
to buy the love story.
Call me crazy, but it still sounds like
hentai to me.
Of course, not everything in the hentai world involves demons and rape.
Some hentai involves demons, rape
AND tentacles, like La Blue Girl: The
plot revolves around a young girl named
Miko Mido, a high school girl that finds
she's part of a secret clan of sexual ninjas keeping the 'VOrld safe from the
Shikima, evil lust demons that terrorize
mortals with their sexual tentacles.
See? Hentai has something for
everyone, especially if you happen to be
a 16-yea.I'.-old fan girl who longs to see
her favorite male characters kiss. Trust
me. They're out there. In droves.
For them, there's the marvelous
world of shounen ai and yaoi. Yaoi is
an acronym that translates to no climax, no joy, no meaning, though in the
strictest fan girl translations it means
casual sex between men where no emo-tions are involved. Shounen ai literally..
means "boy love." The world of
shounen ai is either sappy or mela.ncholy, and every glance is dripping with
meaning or feelings. The female side is
shouju ai, which means "girl love."
As a whole, the world of shounen
and shouju ai is found in doujinshi,·
fan comics written and sold mostly in·
Japan but available in the United·
States. Many characters, who weren't
originally gay, have become a part of
virtual fandom. Type "Gundam Wmg"into any search engine, and you'll pull·
up many a site rife with fan fiction·
depicting young boys doing naughty
things to each other.
·
It's a crazy, crazy world in Japan. I'm
surprised we don't hear more often in'
the news about the monstrous, tentaJ
cled rape-babies that are sure to arise·
from such blasphemous unions.
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the button that should bring you to the
fourth level. The stairs, however, have nothing but a s,rnall chain blocking off the nonexistent floor.
Finally taking action, Canada
Graham jumped the chain - nearly tripping over it - and ran up the stairs. We
followed suit a bit more carefully.
When we arrived at the top we saw
Graham sitting in an old desk chair,
on the verge of tears. "It's just storage. I'm the worst explorer ever."
We were about to lie to him
·and tell him he wasn't the worst
when he jumped up enthusiastically. He ran to a freestanding
filing cabinet and started looking through it. Nearly jumping
for joy, he found a folder with
several blueprints in it. "This
is it. I bet they are building some
sort of robot or death machine. We
may be able to stop them!" Looking
more closely, he saw they were really just
elaborate instructions on how to build a
cabinet.
He threw the plans down in a fit and
walked over to a storage closet. Grabbing
armfuis of toilet paper and walking with his
head down, he started to leave. "I am not
leaving this mission empty handed," he
said. Looking up, his jaw dropped. The toilet paper hit the floor. In one swift movement he grabbed a small sign that was sitting on one of the many boxes. In big black
letters it read:
PLEASE IDT GOLF BALLS ONLY
FROM THE"DESIGN.ATED TEE AREA
-THANK.YOU
"This is evidence. The rumors about
them turning the Arboretum into a · golf
course might actually be true. I want to
investigate this further, but I think we actually accomplished something today!"
The indie traveled all over the school
trying to find the .places you aren't allowed
to go, and learned a valuable lesson. Just
because something is off limits doesn't
mean it's fun.

PHOTOSBYELIZABETH FERNANDEZ I the indie
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